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Dining Services worker struck in hit-and-run incident
Chris Haas
World News Editor

During the evening hours on Thursday,
Sept. 6, an Embry-Riddle Dining Services
employee, Palance Powell, was struck by
a vehicle while attempting to cross Clyde
Morris on his bicycle. Powell sustained
injuries and was treated on the scene by a
Volusia County Sheriff Deputy before being
transported to Halifax Medical Center.
The SGA has been following the incident
closely and allowed The Avion to tag along
on a recent trip to visit Powell at the hospital.
After being struck by what was described
by witnesses as a “blue truck,” Powell suffered a broken pelvis, a broken tailbone,
three broken toes on his right foot, two
broken toes on his left foot, lacerations, and
nerve damage to his left hand.

At the time of the accident, Powell was on
bicycle heading home from work at EmbryRiddle where he is employed by Sodexho.
His route required traveling south on Clyde
Morris Boulevard, where the lack of a bike
path or any lighting as it passes the Daytona
Beach International Airport has caused concern among Embry-Riddle students and
staff.
Powell was struck while crossing Clyde
Morris Boulevard on his bicycle at the
Bellevue Extension intersection. A Volusia
County Sheriff had just passed the intersection at the time of the accident and responded immediately to the scene.
Mr. Powell said it was dark but he did
not see any cars when he went to cross. He
said the police think the truck did not have
its lights on. The investigation is on-going,
and The Avion was not able to obtain police
records as of this printing.
“He never used his brakes and he never

stopped,” Powell recalled. “I thought to
myself, ‘What just happened?’ It went
through my head, ‘I just got hit by a car.’”
According to his wife, Julie, Powell’s
shoes were found 25 feet from him after the
accident. In shock and worried about other
traffic, Powell tried to crawl on hands and
knees away from traffic before being tended
to by Sheriff’s deputies and emergency
medical services.
Powell’s doctors told him his expected
time in recovery is six to eight weeks,
when he will have to learn to walk again.
Insurance may cover some but not all of his
expenses.
Powell advised others to wear proper
lighting when biking along Clyde Morris.
After the accident he cautions others to use
a different route: “Find another way to go;
it’s just not worth it… It may cost
Please see “PALANCE,” page A3

The Great
Eagle Hunt
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A WORKER FOR SODEXO, Palance Powell was struck by a truck on his bicycle
while trying to cross Clyde Morris Blvd at Bellvue Extension. The offending vehicle
left the scene and left Powell with multiple serious injuries.

Coffee moguls
moving in to ERAU
Mijeong Yoon
Comics Editor
The signs are up; everyone knows, the
international coffee shop, Starbucks is
coming to the Daytona Beach campus. The
downside: it is not going to be open until
next semester, Spring 2008.
According to Sodexho’s General
Manager, Steve Andrade, it is a full-fledged
Starbucks coffee shop; in fact, it is the first
stand-alone Starbucks in Daytona. There is
a coffee shop in the library that a lot of students do not know about due to lack of visibility. The Starbuck, however, is going to
have an outside entrance for convenience
and more visibility.
The library will go through a bit of cosmetic changes on its north and east corner
of the building to accommodate the standard Starbucks image. The construction is

scheduled to start in about a month. The
plans will be drawn up with glass walls,
door from inside to reduce noise seeping into the library and possibly an open
patio.
The shop will be managed by Brenda
Purstell from Sodexho to serve the famous
coffee and the standard pastries. Just like
any other dining services on-campus, students and faculty/staff will be able to use
their meal plans, dining dollars, Eagle dollars or Riddle Bucks and cash.
Andrade said Sodexho is trying to create a hangout place for everyone, especially the on-campus students. There
are chairs and tables in the design for
casual hangout or doing homework, etc.
The WiFi is free since there is already one
setup by the university campus-wide. The
coffee shop hours will be setup depending
on demand but for now, it is planned for 8
a.m. 10 p.m.
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Andrew Zaback
Staff Reporter
It was 11 a.m. on a Saturday
morning and some interestingly
dressed ERAU students flowed
into Tallman Commons. Who
were these people? They are all
participating in an event called
the Great Eagle Hunt.
The basic entry requirements
were simple: put together a team
of four to eight people, create a
uniform and enter them into the
contest. Each team member had
to pay $5 as an entry fee to be
considered a contestant.
Team uniforms and names
were varied. Some interesting
uniforms appeared during the
reading of the rules, were a group
of Boy Scouts, poncho wearing
Mexicans, Hillbillies and some
masked hockey players. Other
uniforms were as simple as a
custom made t-shirt and jeans.
After all the teams were

officially registered and checked
in, the Embry-Riddle Resident
Student Association president
Joanne Soliman stood up on the
Student Village front desk and
read the rules. The main directive was to solve and locate all
of the more than 200 plus clues.
The next rule was simple: do
not get arrested. Everyone in
the Commons started laughing,
but that rule, as the teams soon
found out, was quite serious.
The final rule was, at least half
of the team needs to be in the
picture. In other words after
each clue was located, a picture
needed to be taken for proof of
solution and uploaded to www.
photobucket.com under a specified username and password.
Then, the clock struck high
noon and the Great Eagle Hunt
began! Twenty-four hours of
clue solving and shenanigans
around Embry-Riddle and the
city of Daytona Beach ensued.
When the team captains received

the list of clues it was clear that
the full amount of allotted time
was needed. Hints ranged from
“climb the steps of a light house”
to “Embry-Riddle’s Alphabet
soup” to more challenging clues
such as “a samurai who lost his
master that now owns a sushi
shop.”
Teams also had various opportunities for bonus points, such as
collecting take-out menus and
movie ticket stubs. Creative
picture taking also awarded
bonus points. The most important bonus clue arrived via text
message to the team captain’s
phone at approximately 7:30
a.m. Sunday morning. It read:
“Where’s Waldo, Waldo is on
campus, be the first to find him
and earn extra points.” This
may sound like a ridiculous
statement, but somewhere on
campus a person was dressed
as Waldo and worth 100 bonus
points to the first people who
found him. Some other interest-

ing ways to earn bonus points
were called team challenges.
These challenges included finding the cheapest gas in Daytona,
building a sand castle, taking a
picture at sunrise and jumping
in the campus pool. The glitch
in this part of the hunt was that
all the team members had to be
in the picture, so the groups had
to come together and stop their
search for other clues.
Finally, with only one hour
remaining, the teams hurried
back to campus to upload all
their pictures to the designated
website for judging. The winners will be decided based on the
total amount of points earned.
First prize was a whopping $800,
second prize was a not-so-subtle
$400 and third prize was a satisfying $200.
After all the Eagle Hunters
uploaded pictures and settled
back on campus, it is safe to say
that all the participants needed a
nice long nap.

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

COFFEE LOVERS, REJOICE. THE Northeast corner of the Jack R. Hunt Memorial
Library will soon begin its transformation to one of the more than 3500 Starbucks across
the United State. The new shop will completed in time for the Spring ‘08 semester.

New academic building on schedule, poised to open Spr. 08
Andrew Stryker
Staff Reporter

Many students walking to class
in the COA have noticed the new
Academic building nearing completion. The College of Business (COB)
is the first of many construction projects being undertaken by the university. The building will be finished and

ready for use in the spring semester.
Much of the building will contain
offices for all of the COB personnel as well as enough space for a
decent amount of other offices to
replace many of the offices in current
academic complex. After completion
the fate of the Lindbergh Academic
Complex is unknown. Along with
many changes in offices locations
and classrooms, the glass offices in
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the center of the complex will most
likely be taken down. Built years
ago as a temporary solution to office
space issues, the offices have not been
without their problems.
The COB will brag the campus’
largest computer lab. Designed to
replace the C-lab, the new lab will
have more computers and with better
facilities. This lab will also be open
24 hours as staffing permits.

Exactly what is going where is
still in the planning stage, although
most of the office and work space
has already been reserved. The newly
formed Space Utilization Committee
will ultimately have the final say. The
committee will be accepting requests
and space requirements from many
departments and other entities in
order to best place everyone. In the
end, all decisions on space and office

locations will be made by considering
the priority of each request.
The new classrooms were designed
to accommodate large classes comfortably and will make room scheduling less stressful. The total of four
new rooms will be a much needed
addition of classrooms. These classrooms will not replace all of those in
the Lindbergh Complex, but instead
will add to the current rooms avail-

Men’s Soccer and
Volleyball beat up on
St. Thomas

Students respond Say uncle
to pilot drinking to ‘Mr.
Woodcock’
statements

Sports, A4

Opinions, A7

Entertainment, B1

able and enable more sections in
some departments. Most of the old
rooms in the Lindbergh Complex
will remain, but a few may not be
classrooms next year depending on
the decisions of the Space Utilization
Committee.
The life of the new building is
likely to exceed many of the other
buildings on campus due to its well
planned-design and location.
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Pastor Jack says goodbye to campus
Jordan Clancy

Staff Reporter
In the summer of 1996, Pastor
Jack Ottoson, a native of Rockford,
Ill., made his way to Daytona
Beach to continue his duties as
a church planter. Stepping foot
on Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University’s campus that summer
in hopes of making a connection,
Jack met Mary Ellen (currently in
the Athletics department). At the
time, the University was saying

goodbye to its volunteer Protestant
Pastor Dr. John Wheeler, who
was retiring. Without a pastor, the
University suffered a tragedy when
a math teacher took his own life.
The situation opened a doorway
because our University at the time
needed a Pastor to help the campus
and Jack Ottoson needed a place
for a church. “God is never in a
hurry, but always on time,” Jack
quoted from the popular Christian
book, “The Purpose Driven Life.”
Raised in a traditional Midwest
Lutheran
Congregation
and

described by many as a hard worker and a caring individual, Jack
credits his father and mother for
his traits. Although Jack’s childhood dream was to become a
pilot, he began his college education as a business student at the
University of Wisconsin. Led to
ministry during his freshman year,
Jack switched to a social sciences
degree. “It was during my freshman year that the faith of my parent’s generation became my faith”
Ottoson told The Avion. Needing
a break after four years of school,

Jack entered the work force for
three years as a sales manager at
Xerox before continuing his education at Wartburg seminary in
Debuque, Iowa, graduating with a
Master’s of Divinity.
Looking back over his 11
years as the Protestant Chaplin at
our university, Jack has noticed
that Embry-Riddle faculty, students and staff are focused,
goal oriented and highly motivated, while religiously so diverse.
Reflecting on the hurdles he has
seen over the years, Pastor Jack

wisely summarized his observations: “Because of the University’s
strong emphasis on science, often
the human character of life gets
left out of the equations. There is
more to life than equations.”
Jack isn’t the only member
of his family to have a relationship with the university. His
wife Kathy works in the institutional research department, and
his son Nathan and daughter Terra
graduated in 2000 and 2002,
respectively.
After 11 years of service to

our campus, Jack will be continuing his full time pastoral
duties at Hope Lutheran Church
in a new church building on N.
Williamson Boulevard. Searching
for the perfect words to leave
the legacy God left behind
through him, Pastor Jack referen
ced the words of Jesus in John
14:1-4 sharing: “Do not let your
hearts be trouble. In my Father’s
house are many rooms. I am going
there to prepare a place for you.
You know the way to the place
where I am going.”

Get to Know: Kara Casey

Student Activites Fair

Coordinator On Campus Student Employment
Compiled by Jordan Clancy

Country/State you are from:
Pennsylvania
Why you took this position: Great
place to work with a family atmosphere
What scares you: Loud Thunder
Favorite band/musical artist: Mandy
Moore & Belle Sebastian
First thought when you wake up:
Where’s the snooze button?
Thing you hate most about Daytona
Beach: Drivers
Something you must do or accomplish before you die: Be in a feature
film
What’s in your freezer right now: Ice
Cream
Store you would choose to max out a
credit card: The Disney Store
Favorite holiday: Thanksgiving,
because the family comes together
Job you would have if money was not
an object: Actress
Favorite food: Cookies
What do you do on the weekends?
Watch movies
Song you would sing for karaoke: “If
I can turn back time”
Best prank that you’ve done or that
has been done to you: Got out of going
to school by using stage make-up to

look sick
What color crayon you would be:
Light pink
Did you have a rebellion of sorts during your childhood (runaway, etc)? I
quit college for a year to work at Disney
World.
If you could pick any animal, regardless of habitat to
have as a pet what would it be?
Horse
Pet peeve: Being able to hear people
eat
Place you want to go or live:
England
Favorite board game: The Game of
Life
Worst part of airport security: Taking
off your shoes
Pick one word to sum up your life:
Unexpected
Mac or PC? Depends on what you are
using it for. Macs for graphics. PCs for
office work.
Favorite Quote: “It was not foes to
conquer, Nor sweet hearts to be kind, But
it is friends to die or, That I shall seek
and find”
One thing you want to tell Riddle
kids/advice: Don’t get credit cards

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

THE ANNUAL STUDENT ACTIVITIES fair was held on the Legacy Walkway on Tuesday, which
allowed all students to browse through the vast array of clubs and organizations on campus.
Included in the fair was a cartoonist and baloon artist brought in by Touch-N-Go.
JORDAN CLANCY/AVION
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Lack of bike path main issue for Powell
 “PALANCE”
from FRONT

you four or five minutes, but compared to what I’m going through
it’s not worth it.”
Mrs. Powell was at home
waiting for her husband until
their pastor informed her
of the accident. “I had just told
him that day to be careful coming home, it’s dark [along Clyde
Morris Boulevard].”

Since last year there have been
efforts by the SGA and local
authorities to improve conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians along Clyde Morris.
Volusia County and its Metropolitan Planning Organization,
along with the Florida Department
of Transportation (FDOT), have
looked at ways to increase safety
for non-motorists along the heavily
traveled route. The SGA lobbied
successfully last year for accelerating the time table for these

efforts and according to SGA Vice
President Ryan Hattan, Student
Representative Harshad Lalan
helped secure federal funding for
the project last spring.
The project stalled, however, when right of way was not
obtained by all the tenants along
Clyde Morris. According to
Hattan, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University told a FDOT official that they would not grant
the right of way for a bike path.
Hattan added, talks between

Comedian Dan Cummins

the University and FDOT were
discontinued at some point but
have been revived.
Powell is also concerned
about the lack of a bike path
along Clyde Morris. When asked if he thought a bike path would
help bicyclists, Powell said, “How
can we have a campus with 5,000
people and not a bike path? How
can you justify it?”
Until the bike lane issue
is resolved, the SGA is leading efforts to make pedestrians
and bicyclists safer along Clyde
Morris. Hattan said, “As soon as
we found out about the accident,
we put a plan of action together
and began implementing measures
to make the roadway safer for
students and employees.” Some
of these measures include obtaining bike safety donations from
local retailers, placing signs along
Clyde Morris asking motorists to
slow down, as well as working
with the Daytona Beach Police
Chief Mike Chitwood for speed

reduction. Hattan called for student support: “I ask all students to
slow down on Clyde Morris in an
effort to help the cause.”

“

I had told him that
day to be careful
coming home, it’s
dark...
-JULIE POWELL

”

Despite his injuries and intense
pain, Powell was stable and in
high spirits during our visit.
Many students may remember
Powell from the deli counter.
He says he misses the EmbryRiddle students, to whom he served
sandwiches on a daily basis. When
the same customers come and go

each day, “I can tell when they’re
doing well or not… I miss that
short two minute interaction,” he
said.
Palance Powell resides in
Daytona Beach with his wife
and two children, Natalie, 8, and
Ashley, 6. Mr. Powell was the only
member of the household working at the time of the accident.
Mrs. Powell currently must use the
bus to visit her husband and they
are not sure how much disability and insurance will cover their
expenses.
Anyone interested in helping the Powells should contact
Gray King at the First Methodist Church in Ormond Beach
at (386) 677-3581. The SGA
office will also be accepting donations in their office (SC 104),
email Ryan Hattan at sgavpres@
erau.edu for more information.
Please direct cards and flowers to
the Halifax Medical Center at 303
N. Clyde Morris Blvd., Daytona
Beach, FL, 32114.

ERAU ranks high again
Embry-Riddle
gets the No.
one spot for
student debt
Nicole Fossum

Guest Reporter

GREG FRECHETTE/ AVION

DROVES OF STUDENTS CAME out to the comedian put on by Touch-N-Go on Monday evening. Cummins entertained the crowd with jokes which ranged from his wife and students in the
audience to Cummins looking like a serial killer.

Embry-Riddle has long held
the reputation as the “Harvard
of the Skies” as the premier Aviation centered university. However the graduates have
also acquired the distinction of
owing the most in student loans
after graduation.
According to the US News
Week, Embry-Riddle ranked
No. 1 for the average amount
of student dept among graduates. NewsWeek’s website states
Advertisement

74 percent of Embry-Riddle
students graduate with the aver
age money owed equaling $52,545.
The next highest school on the
list is Alaska Pacific University
with an average student debt of
$42,125, nearly $10,000 less.
It should be considered that
this statistic only includes federal, state and local government loans as well as loans
through the school taken only in
the students name, and does not
including any finances in any parent/guardians’ names.
Everyone is familiar with
the location of the Financial
Aid Office on campus. The
first week of school, the line
stretched outside the office
as students filled in with questions regarding the payment
of tuition. Despite the scholarships provided by the school
and various outside sources,
it remains curious that while
our student debt is the highest,
we are not the most expensive

unversity to attend. According
to Embry-Riddle’s website, students can expect to pay $26,496
in tuition alone. George Washington University in D.C. ranks as
the school with the highest tuition
of $37,820 and is not listed as a
school with high student debt on
US News Week’s list. Students
that attend St. Joseph’s University
in Pennsylvania (second highest
student debt after graduation with
average loans of $35,117) have
tuition just higher than EmbryRiddle’s $30,050. This raises the
question of how a school that
costs nearly $4,000 more to attend
has substantially less debt for its
alumni.
While most of our university’s
graduates do have job offers after
graduation, it can be daunting to
be faced with such a large bill
presented a mere few months after
receiving the treasured diploma.
The student’s response to financial
aid is to keep scholarships coming
to those who need them.
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Eagles score three in second half to best Bobcats
Keeper takes
defensive
Player of the
Week
Press Release

ERAU Sports Information
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. – The
14th-ranked Embry-Riddle (2-1-2,
2-0-1) men’s soccer team netted
three goals in the second half to
take a 3-1, come-from-behind win
against St. Thomas (1-4-1, 0-1)
in Florida Sun Conference action
on Saturday at the Embry-Riddle
Soccer Stadium. Saturday’s match
was similar to the first contest
between the Eagles and the Bobcats
in 2006, as the Eagles also played
from behind in that match with the
same result.
The game started slowly for the
Eagles who struggled to get their
offense going. Both teams were
equal in shots and shots on goal
with four and two, respectively in
the first half. But only the Bobcats
were able to convert, taking the lead
in the 28th minute when Marcus
Chin Sang beat Ian Levine to the
lower left corner after a give-andgo between Christopher Jean and
Daurian Tomplin.
A set piece just nine minutes into
the second half led to the equalizer for the Eagles. Peter Masters’
corner kick went off a St. Thomas
defender and into the back of the net
to knot the score at 1-1.
The Eagles finally broke the

deadlock in the 75th minute. The
play started in the Bobcats’ third of
the field with Phil Middleton showcasing his speed through the middle
of the park and getting the ball to
AJ Barrett running down the right
side of the field. Barrett dribbled to
the edge of the 18-yard box where
he was met by Bobcat goalkeeper
Diego Villegas, but Villegas was
unable to hold on to the ball and
pushed it into the path of Sam
Litchfield who buried the rebound
to put the Blue and Gold up 2-1.
The Eagles increased their
lead to 3-1 at the 81:37 mark on
their fifth corner of the match.
Middleton played a short corner
to Barrett on the left side. Barrett
lifted a cross to Matthias Klatt
at point blank range in front of
the net and Klatt capitalized on
the opportunity, heading home his
second goal of the season to seal
the win.
Next for the Eagles is another
conference contest against Warner
Southern at 7 p.m. on Sept. 18.

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. –
Embry-Riddle sophomore Viktor
Bergstrand has been named the
Florida Sun Conference and NAIA
Region XIV Defensive Player of
the Week for the week of Sept.
3-9, the league office announced on
Thursday.
Bergstrand, who is from Malmo,
Sweden, played a key role in keeping the Eagles in both their matches
last week as the Blue and Gold
recorded 2-2 ties with both Flagler
and Northwood. He played a combined 220 minutes between the
pipes and when defensive lapses
gave opponents open shots on goal,

FSC Standings

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

EAGLES NO. 10 SAM Litchfield picked up the Eagles second goal
of the match on a rebound off an AJ Barrett blast. The goal was
Litchfield’s second of the season. The Debryshire striker’s first year
with the Eagles sees him paired with Joe Yoffe up front.
Bergstrand came up with huge saves
allowing the Eagles to come from
behind in both contests.

He finished the week with 13 total
saves, including eight against Flagler
and five against Northwood.

Gonzales comes up huge for
volleyball, Eagles take two
Press Release

ERAU Sports Information
Daytona Beach, Fla. - The Embry
Riddle Eagles marked 23 aces in
their victory on Friday evening over
Florida Memorial, 3-0, in their home
conference opener at the ICI Center.
The Eagles recorded the third most
aces in a match in the history of the
program.
The Eagles scored the first six
points before the Lions got on the
scoreboard. During the first game
Marissa Gonzales marked four
service aces, while Rachel Ridder
tallied three and Janelle Marinos
charted two. ERAU held FMU to 14
points in the first game; it was the
second lowest opponent score of a
first game this season. The Eagles
held Mountain State to 11 points on
Aug. 31.
Game two provided more playing time for the eager Eagles off the
bench. ERAU was leading 23-17
when Savannah Trakes served five
points for the team, including four
service aces. Jenni Nelsen logged
five of her seven kills in game two.
Embry-Riddle closed the match
by winning game three, 30-13. The
Eagles were led by Ridder, who
ended the evening with six aces
and eight digs. She was assisted by
Savannah Trakes who notched five
aces and three kills. Alana Martinez
led the team in kills with eight.
Daytona Beach, Fla. - Junior
Marissa Gonzales posted big numbers for the Embry-Riddle Eagles,
aiding the team to a five game victory over the St. Thomas Bobcats on

FSC Standings
1. SCAD				

4-0 (7-5)

2. Webber Intl.		

3-0 (13-1)

3. Embry-Riddle		

3-1 (6-3)

4. Northwood		

2-2 (2-6)

5. Warner Southern

1-2 (2-4)

6. St. Thomas 		

0-2 (2-5)

7. Edward Waters		

0-3 (0-3)

8. Florida Memorial

0-3 (0-3)

Saturday, September 15, at the ICI
Center. She had 45 assists, 14 digs,
five kills, and two service aces.
The Bobcats jumped at the Eagles
from the start, staying close to the
early lead produced by ERAU.
Gonzales produced two of her assists

in the last three volleys of game
one, setting up Janelle Marinos and
Savannah Trakes to capture the win,
30-28.
In game two, STU’s top server,
Daniela Orlandini served for her
team eight times, grabbing seven

points and was aided by Adriana
Montilla who had six kills to take
the second game. St. Thomas out-hit
Embry-Riddle in game two with 19
kills in 46 attempts to 11 kills in 50
attempts.
Montilla took leadership of the
Bobcats in game three putting the
team up 7-0 in Eagle territory. With
a gap in the score, Rachel Ridder
and Jenni Nelson both served seven
times for ERAU, putting their team
back in the lead by three, 25-22. STU
battled back, charting two kills and
two service aces to regain the lead
29-28. Match-up problems led to two
Eagles that allowed STU to capture
win number two.
The Eagles came back to life in
game four, finding the right rotation
match-up to go against the Bobcat
hitters, as well as the right group of
athletes on the court. Trakes, Corey
Dobrindia and Lauren Anastase each
charted three kills in the 30-16 gamefour win. The Eagles hit .316 in
game four and have been victorious
in every game this season in which
they have hit over .300.
Business got done in game five,
as the Eagles charted eight kills
and three service aces to complete
their win over St. Thomas. Overall,
Trakes led the team in kills with 15,
also charting four service aces and 19
digs. Alana Martinez had 12 kills and
17 digs on the day. Anastase played
in four games, charting seven kills,
three service aces and nine digs.
Embry-Riddle will return to action
at the Pepsi Beach Blast tournament hosted by Palm Beach Atlantic
University on Friday and Saturday,
Sept. 21 and 22, in Palm Beach, Fla.
The Eagles first game will begin at
2:00 p.m.

1. Warner Southern

1-0-0 (4-0-0)

2. Embry-Riddle		

2-0-1 (2-1-2)

3. SCAD 			

2-1-1 (4-2-0)
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1-2-0 (1-3-0)

5. Northwood 		

0-2-1 (1-2-1)

6. St. Thomas 		

0-1-0 (1-4-1)

Beach Night is
coming to ERAU
Nicole Axtell

Athletics Marketing
The beach and Embry-Riddle are
closely associated with each other,
considering the short distance from
the university to “The World’s Most
Famous Beach.” For one night, the
separation will be shortened and
the two Daytona Beach staples
will unite in an evening of fun and
excitement.
This Tuesday, Sept. 18, the beach
scene arrives at ERAU Soccer
Stadium with barbequing, bizarre
beach apparel, and some water balloons thrown in-between.
The festivities kick off at 6 p.m.
with a barbeque free to all students
and music from 99.1 Eagles FM setting the scene. Students are encouraged to dress accordingly to the
event with the first 100 Flock members in beach attire receiving a free
Beach Night shirt. The events will
carry up to and through the men’s
soccer game at 7 p.m. versus conference foe Warner Southern. Halftime
will feature a water balloon toss and

“Best Dressed” contest with prizes
awarded to the champions.
The men’s soccer game showcases the first and second place teams in
the Florida Sun Conference, as the
Eagles (1-1-2 overall, 1-0-1 FSC)
host the conference-leading Royals
(4-0, 2-0). A slew of talented individuals comprise the Eagles, led
by senior mid-fielder Carl Sheard,
junior forward Joe Yoffe, and sophomore goalie Viktor Bergstrand. Yoffe
leads the Eagles’ offensive attack
with four goals, four assists and 12
points. Bergstrand has protected the
ERAU goal with intensity, compiling a 66.7 percent save percentage.
Beach Night is a time-honored
tradition at Embry-Riddle and promises to provide a fun-filled evening
of food, fellowship, and fanfare,
hopefully capped off with an Eagles
victory.
If you are not currently a member
of the Flock and would like to learn
more information about becoming
a member, sign-ups will be available at Beach Night or you can
contact Nicole Axtell at 323-5030 or
nicole.axtell@erau.edu.
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W. Soccer Struggling
Press Release
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THE EAGLES PICKED UP win number six against tough opposition from St. Thomas. The five game thriller was up for grabs until the Eagles
took control in the fourth game finishing with a 14 point lead.

WINTER PARK, Fla. - EmbryRiddle women’s soccer fell to
Rollins College on Wednesday night
at Sandspur Field, 1-4.
The Eagles (2-4) started off on
top, scoring the first goal of the
game in the sixth minute. After the
Tars (4-3) were called for a foul,
senior Valerie Rogers took the free
kick and sent it airborne towards
the Rollins’ goal. Freshman Elina
Johansson headed the ball into the
net for her 11th goal of the season.
Rollins rallied in the 25th minute,
scoring two goals and putting the
home team on up 2-1. Rollins also
scored twice in the second half,
sealing the 4-1 win for the Tars.
ERAU goalies Brelyn Bingham
and Stephanie Taylor split time in
goal, combining for 11 saves on the
night.
Lindsay Giblin led the Tars with
two goals and an assist.

HARDEEVILLE, S.C.- No. 13
Bethel (Tenn.) was the first opponent for Embry-Riddle at the SCAD
Classic and the Wildcats came out
on top Friday night, 4-0.
ERAU (2-5) played a tough game
but Bethel (5-1) showed why it is
ranked in the top 15 of the NAIA.
The Wildcats scored its first goal
in the eighth minute on a shot
by Marika Pukuta from Florence
Iweta.
Down 3-0, Embry-Riddle made
the necessary adjustments in the
second half and increased ERAU
time of possession greatly, slowing
down Bethel’s game.
Senior goalkeeper Stephanie
Taylor had seven saves for the
Eagles while freshman forward
Elina Johansson and sophomore
forward Kristen Phelps had three
shots a piece.
The Eagles continue play in the
SCAD Classic on Sunday versus
Georgetown College (4-3) at 11
a.m. before returning home for a
game against Eckerd College on
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
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War protesters march on D.C.
Tina Marie Macias

Los Angeles Times

This article was co-written by
Jordy Yager.

In the first major anti-war demonstration in the nation’s capital
since January, several thousand
protesters marched from the White
House to the Capitol on Saturday,
carrying signs and chanting slogans demanding an end to the war
and the impeachment of President
Bush.
A smaller group who support the
president and the war conducted a
counter-demonstration, leading to
some heated confrontations. But
it was a mostly peaceful affair -until more than 100 protesters were
arrested on the steps of the Capitol
when they jumped barriers around
the base of the building.
The rally was organized by
the ANSWER Coalition, which
stands for Act Now to Stop War
& End Racism, and was timed
to follow last week’s congre
ssional testimony by Army Gen.
David H. Petraeus, the top U.S.
commander in Iraq, and Bush’s

speech about Iraq on Thursday.
“We wanted to have as much
impact on the congressional debate
as possible,” ANSWER Coalition
volunteer Ann Wilson said .
The day’s events began in front
of the White House with a morning rally, which included a man
dressed in a Santa Claus outfit
holding a sign that read “Coal for
Bush and Cheney,” a fake coffin for
a fallen Marine and several speakers, including former presidential
candidate Ralph Nader, anti-war
activist Cindy Sheehan and former
Attorney General Ramsey Clark.
“Nothing is going to stop this
machine but to impeach Bush and
his gang and bring the troops back
home,” Clark said.
A group called Iraqi Veterans
Against the War organized a mass
“die-in” in front of the Capitol
to memorialize the Iraqis and
American soldiers who have died
since the invasion.
“The Iraqi people do not see us
as peace-makers, they see us as
occupiers and murderers,” Veterans
Against the War member Garett
Reppenhagen said. The 32-year-old
Coloradan, who said he served as

a sniper in Iraq in 2004 and 2005,
was among those arrested at the end
of the march when he climbed over
the barrier surrounding the Capitol.
About 5,000 people laid down
for the die-in, said Ian Thompson
of Los Angeles, one of the protest
organizers, and none was arrested.
But when the crowd started to get
rowdier, officers pepper-sprayed
many of the protesters and started
making arrests, he said.
The marchers “were met with a
huge police presence. Obviously
they’re very scared of an anti-war
movement,” said Thompson, 32.
Into the early evening, protesters continued to chant “What do
we want? Peace!” in front of the
Capitol building.
Among them was Jessica
Ramierez, a student at the University
of California, Los Angeles who
spent $500 on her trip to Washington
because, she said, she wants to see
more students mobilize against the
war. “It’s about doing something
that you believe in,” Ramierez, 22,
said as she sat on a ledge near the
Capitol, chanting anti-war slogans.
In the morning, about a mile
away, more than 1,000 people stood

PHOTO COURTESY A.N.S.W.E.R.

on the National Mall to rally in
support of the war. The counterdemonstration, organized by the
Gathering of Eagles -- a group
of Vietnam veterans -- and the
Washington chapter of the conservative group Free Republic, lasted
for more than three hours.
“Those who protest our troops,
they no longer own the streets,”
said Col. Henry J. Cook III, retired
U.S. Army Special Forces national
commander.
Kristinn Taylor, spokesman for
Gathering of Eagles, said he refuses
to think of the consequences if the
troops were to be taken out of Iraq.
“Even though the parents have paid
the price, they know the price of
losing this war would be too much
for any of us to bear,” Taylor said .
Some counterprotesters said they
were disgusted by the war protesters. Marilee Carlson, chairwoman
of Families United for Our Troops
and Their Mission, described them
as “despicable.”
“It dishonors our sons and daughters and goes against everything
we live and die for,” said Carlson,
whose son, Sgt. Michael Carlson,
died in Iraq on Jan. 24, 2005.

PHOTO COURTESY CORKER.SENATE.GOV
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Simpson explains
Vegas incident
Scott Glover

Los Angeles Times
If O.J. Simpson is concerned about
his most recent brush with the law,
it was not apparent Saturday as the
aging former NFL star lounged poolside at the Palms Hotel.
“I’m not walking around feeling
sad or anything. I’ve done noth-

“

I thought what
happens in Las
Vegas stays in Las
Vegas.
-O.J. SIMPSON

”

ing wrong,” Simpson told the Los
Angeles Times. “I’m having a great
time.”
Besides, he quipped, “I thought
what happens in Las Vegas stays in
Las Vegas.”
Earlier, in an interview in the hotel
lobby, Simpson offered the most
detailed account to date of a confrontation Thursday night in which
he and some associates are under
investigation for allegedly robbing
two men of sports memorabilia and
other items at gunpoint.
Simpson said he and his friends
went to the Palace Station Hotel to
reclaim various football souvenirs
and personal photos, some of them
taken by his slain ex-wife, Nicole
Brown Simpson.
Simpson said the meeting was
arranged by a California auctioneer
who had been contacted by the prospective sellers and was suspicious
about how the men had obtained
the items. The auctioneer, Thomas
Riccio, set up the meeting with the
buyers, Alfred Beardsley and Bruce
Fromong, Simpson said.

Transgender career expo a hit
Jenny Jarvie

Los Angeles Times

The woman pulled her resume
from a pink file folder and handed it
to a recruiter.
Across the top of the page, in bold
type, she had printed her name twice:
First as Mark. Then as (Meghan).
She was not quite sure if this
was appropriate: At the nation’s
first transgender “Career Expo” on
Friday, jobseekers were encouraged
to use their new gender names on the
resumes.
But Meghan, a 42-year-old transsexual who declined to give her last
name because her current employer
knows her as Mark, wanted to make
sure prospective employers could
find her, or him, if they ran a background check.
The etiquette of transgender
resumes was just one of the myriad
challenges faced by the jobseekers
who packed the Atlanta convention
hall.
For transgender people -- and at
Friday’s expo, they ranged from
cross-dressers to those who had
changed their gender through hormone therapy or surgery -- the work-

place is a minefield.
Many cannot find jobs. Even those
who come out after they have settled
in with a company risk losing their
job. No federal civil-rights employment protection exists for transgender employees . Only 12 states have
passed legislation ensuring employment protection for transgender people . The House of Representatives is
scheduled to vote later in September on
the Employment Non-Discrimination
Act , which would prohibit discrimination against employees on the basis
of gender identity.
The Career Expo -- organized by
the Southern Comfort Conference ,
the country’s largest annual gathering of transgender people -- drew
recruiters from more than 20 major
corporations such as Microsoft Corp
., Deloitte & Touche LLP, Ernst and
Young , American Airlines, HewlettPackard Co . and J.P. Morgan Chase
& Co .
A growing number of national and international corporations
are developing transgender policies and protections. According
to a report by the Human Rights
Campaign, 152 of Fortune 500 companies prohibit job discrimination
against transgender employees.

In some ways, the Career Expo was
like any job fair: Men and women
walked from booth to booth, stopping to exchange business cards and
promote their experience and skill.
There were some flamboyant scenes: A woman with hooped
earrings carried a glossy platinum wig as she chatted with
recruiters from Ernst and Young.
At the other side of the room, a
woman in pearls wiggled her hips
playfully as she walked up to a
Hewlett-Packard booth.
“Am I accepted?” she asked,
coyly.
“Totally, “ the recruiter said, reaching over her booth to shake her
hand. Hewlett-Packard, the recruiter
said earnestly, earned a 100 percent
diversity rating on the Human Rights
Campaign’s Corporate Equality
Index.
For many corporations, the expo
was an opportunity to showcase their
transgender -supportive policies.
The jobseekers, in turn, had many
questions for recruiters: How did they
broach the subject with co-workers
or clients? What was their restroom
policy for “transitioning” employees? Did their health insurance cover
counseling or hormone treatment

or sex-reassignment surgery? How
many transgender employees did
they actually have?
Some participants remained
skeptical about large corporations’
commitment to hiring transgender
employees.
“The policies are all well and
good,” said Jillian Barfield, 50, a
transsexual from St Louis, after
speaking to a recruiter from the law
firm Alston & Bird . “But they don’t
do any good if they don’t trickle
down to the recruiters who actually
interview us.”
Even when she had applied to
companies with transgender-friendly
policies, Barfield said, recruiters who
sounded receptive on the phone were
less so when they met her. “They
don’t say anything,” she said, “but
you can tell.”
The gathering sometimes seemed
to be as much a mass counseling or
empowerment session as a job fair.
Lori Anne Blake, 48 , a technical product manager from Atlanta,
said her need to find a new job had
become more urgent as she began
to take hormone treatment over the
p ast year. She is finding it more
difficult to control her mannerisms,
and it is becoming uncomfortable to

strap her breasts down before going
to work each day, she said.
Some companies brought transgender employees to talk to the jobseekers about their personal experiences.
Breanna Speed , a database administrator for the human resources
company Hewitt Associates , made
her gender transition this year after
working for the company for seven
years. She was nervous, she said, but
after the CEO sent an e-mail to the
staff explaining Wendell henceforth
would be Breanna, the response was
positive.
“I was touched,” she said.
Dana Kern, 44, an employee with
J.P. Morgan who made her transition
from David Kern a year and a half
ago, said her HR department issued
her a new e-mail address before she
changed her name and allowed her to
use female restrooms as soon as she
wanted to.
“It takes such a lot of courage,” she said, beaming as a
woman handed her a resume. The
woman, she said, had come back
after going to a computer to
alter her name to reflect her
newfound confidence. “I told her
right upfront: We will deal with you
as you are.”

Simpson said he brought some
“golfing buddies and some of their
friends” to the meeting to help him
carry his belongings out of the hotel.
He vehemently denied that he or
any of the other men was armed, as
Riccio and the sellers have alleged.
“I’m O.J. Simpson. How am I
going to think that I’m going to rob
somebody and get away with it?” he
said during a 20-minute interview.
“You’ve got to understand, this ain’t
somebody going to steal somebody’s
drugs or something like that. This is
somebody going to get his private
(belongings) back. That’s it. That’s
not robbery.”
Police, however, are taking the
allegation seriously, according to a
story published Saturday in The Las
Vegas Review-Journal, which quoted
a source close to the investigation
as saying: “We do believe a robbery
occurred and O.J. was part of it. He
went there with goons who were
armed.”
Simpson declined to identify the
men who were with him, but said
they were dressed in suits and headed
to a dinner party later in the evening.
“They’re not gangsters -- not that
I know of anyway,” he said. “I don’t
hang out with gangsters. I hang out
with golfers.”
Thursday’s incident is just the latest in which Simpson has found

“

I don’t hang out
with gangsters.
I hang out with
golfers.
-O.J. SIMPSON

”

himself in a legal tangle. Since his
acquittal in the 1994 deaths of his exwife and her friend Ronald Goldman,
he has been accused of assaulting a
photographer; charged in a road-rage
incident and ticketed for speeding
through a Florida manatee zone in
a power boat -- among other run-ins
with police.
But on Saturday, dressed in a white
polo shirt, blue bathing suit, white
tennis shoes and a white visor, the
60-year-old former running back
smiled and waved to passersby who
recognized him in the lobby. One
man pumped his fist in the air and
said “Juice” in an apparent show of
support. Others asked to take photos or shoot video of him, requests
Simpson declined.
During the interview, Simpson
acknowledged he became emotional
when he entered the Palace Station
hotel room and saw that Beardsley
and Fromong -- whom he knows
from past dealings -- were trying to
sell what he insists were items stolen
from him by a former sports agent.
“Why would you steal from me?
I have never been bad to you guys,”
Simpson said he shouted at one
point.
Simpson said the former agent
stole the items, along with the suit he
was wearing on the day he was found
not guilty of killing his former wife
and Goldman, when the agent helped
him move out of his former home in
Los Angeles . He said the agent once
worked with Fromong and owed him
money, and turned over the stolen
items to Fromong to settle the debt.
Fromong was not immediately available for comment.

Al-Qaida seeks to broaden reach, experts say
Josh Meyer

Los Angeles Times

Secure in its haven in northwestern Pakistan, a resurgent al-Qaida
is trying to expand its network,
in some cases by executing corporate-style takeovers of regional
Islamic extremist groups, according to U.S. intelligence officials
and counter-terrorism experts.
Though not always successful,
these moves indicate a shift in
strategy by the terrorist network
as it seeks to broaden its reach and
renew its ability to strike Western
targets, including the United States,
officials and experts say.
“Certainly we do see al-Qaida
trying to influence the broader
movement and to control some of
these affiliates in a more direct
way,” a senior Bush administration counter-terrorism official said.
“The word I would use is co-opt ...
as opposed to simply associating
with or encouraging.
“By that I mean target selection, types of attacks, methodology, funding, all of the things that
would make an affiliate suddenly a
subsidiary.”
The senior official spoke on
condition of anonymity, citing the
sensitive nature of the subject mat-

ter. That person’s assessment coincided with those offered by current
and former government authorities
and private-sector experts.
Bruce Riedel , a senior CIA
counter-terrorism official until late
last year, said al-Qaida “central”
stands to gain hundreds or even
thousands of foot soldiers, many of
whom already have been radicalized, carry European passports and
don’t require a visa to travel to the
United States.
“I think what we are seeing is the
reconstitution of their capabilities
to strike targets in Western Europe
and ultimately North America on
a scale identical or bigger than
Sept. 11,” said Riedel, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution.
“Absolutely, we should be alarmed
about this. They are creating franchises and buying franchises, offering expertise, networks, money.”
From northwest Pakistan, these
current and former officials say,
al-Qaida leaders have rebuilt a
network of field commanders that
was largely decimated in the postSept. 11 attacks on its bases in
Afghanistan.
These new mid-level operatives
are reestablishing connections with
affiliates that traditionally have
been fairly independent. But they
also are reaching past those groups

to new organizations and even tribal and clan leaders.
A l-Qaida ‘s efforts do not
always pan out. In some cases, it
has pulled back after making an
initial approach. And some groups
have rebuffed Osama B in Laden’s
organization.
Sometimes, it is not clear exactly what influence senior al-Qaida
leaders have. Three men arrested in September in Germany for
allegedly plotting attacks there
against Americans have been
linked to an extremist group based
in Uzbekistan that broke away
from an organization long under
al-Qaida ‘s umbrella. Authorities
fear that the group, the Islamic
Jihad Union , might have been
drawn tightly into al-Qaida ‘s orbit
and aimed far beyond its previous
targets in Central Asia.
From its early years in the 1990s,
al-Qaida has been an umbrella organization of groups from Pakistan,
Egypt, Saudi Arabia and elsewhere
that has fostered symbiotic relationships with like-minded militant
organizations without necessarily
directing their operations.
Al-Qaida ‘s links to many outlying parts of its network were severed after the post-Sept. 11 attacks.
Signs of the rebuilding effort began
to become apparent at least two

years ago, but they have intensified
since then. U.S. intelligence and
counter-terrorism officials say they
have seen indications in numerous
terrorist plots and attacks and other
extremist violence in Africa, the
Middle East, Asia and Europe. In
congressional testimony last week
, FBI Director Robert S. Mueller
III said al-Qaida ‘s “mergers with
regional groups ... have created
a more diffuse violent Islamic
extremist threat that complicates
the task of detecting and deterring
plots against the homeland.”
U.S. officials and private experts
described it as a two-way process in which al-Qaida leaders in
Pakistan, including chief strategist
Ayman al- Zawahiri and perhaps b
in Laden himself, reach out to the
groups, sending them emissaries
and providing them with financing, logistical support and training.
And they said the groups were also
reaching out to al-Qaida , sending
their recruits to Pakistan for training and indoctrination.
U.S. officials say these liaisons
combine al-Qaida ‘s money, training, tactics and muscle with the
widespread support and participation that the local and regional
groups enjoy from within their
communities.
Some of those groups have

jumped at the chance to align
themselves with the al-Qaida brand
name, which has soared in popularity because of its increasingly
sophisticated multimedia campaigns and widespread opposition
to U.S. foreign policy, particularly
the war in Iraq, the officials and
private experts say.
The most clear-cut example is
that of al-Qaida in the Islamic
Maghreb, an extremist group previously known as the Salafist Group
for Call and Combat. It consisted
mostly of Algerians bent on overthrowing their own government.
But on Sept. 11, 2006, alZawahiri announced that the group
had became al-Qaida ‘s affiliate
in the North African region to
become “a bone in the throat of the
American and French crusaders.”
“They had people but they had
no arms, no training and no money.
By pledging allegiance, they got
all of those,” one recently departed
State Department counter-terrorism official said. Al-Qaida “got
more juice” in the form of frequent attacks on Western targets
that raised its visibility, the official
said.
In recent months, al-Qaida in
the Islamic Maghreb has launched
as many as four attacks a week,
often suicide bombings against

Western targets and political enemies, including what intelligence
officials believe was an attempt
to assassinate Algerian President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika earlier this
month.
Olivier Guitta, a Moroccan
counter-terrorism consultant based
in Washington, said that al-Qaida
is using structures already in place
to advance its cause. “It is really
moving and shaking the region,”
he said, adding that some loyalists
are angry that the organization is
now attacking civilians.
U.S. intelligence officials are
convinced that the alliance is not
so much a merger but a takeover of
the GSPC, which Riedel said came
only after “many, many months of
discussions about what the terms
and conditions would be,” between
al- Zawahiri and b in Laden
and GSPC leader Abdelmalek
Droudkel.
The group now is active throughout much of North Africa and the
sub-Saharan Sahel region. A l-Qaida leaders in Pakistan are using the
network’s contacts and foot soldiers in North Africa, nearby Spain
and other parts of Europe.
In many parts of Europe, they can
disappear into large North African
communities to recruit operatives,
raise money and plot attacks.
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ERAU students and staff
respond to ‘Drinking and Flying’
Instructor pilot provides first- A specialized curriculum for a
hand experiences about students specialized degree program
Last week's opinion "Student contests drinking and flying" (Opinions,
Sept. 11) caught me off guard. It
left me wondering how a veteran
student could have reached such an
unfounded and bitter viewpoint.
As a flight instructor, I work with
our flight students every day. I know
them to be highly motivated, bright
and responsible. Embry-Riddle has
a zero-tolerance alcohol and drug
abuse policy, enforced by a strong
safety culture and random drug testing. Our requirement, for students
and instructors to have not consumed
alcohol within 12 hours, is oneand-a-half times more stringent than
the Federal Aviation Administration
requires.
Internal research has proved our
flight students to be more responsible than average college students.
According to a survey on alcohol
use administered to students in
2006, flight students binge drink
at a slightly higher rate than the
school average (19.4 percent report
consuming six or more drinks a

week compared to 15.4 percent of
all respondents.) However, nationally 40.1 percent of college students
reported being engaged in binge
drinking, more than double what is
reported at Embry-Riddle.
It is unfortunate that this student
made assumptions without researching the facts. What has bothered me
more is how any student could have
reached such a bitter view of his
or her classmates. Every member
of the ERAU community should
leave with an education not only in
the field they study, but also with
an enlightened view of the world
and each other. This upperclassman
student should have gained a respect
for his or her peers by now. I hope he
or she learns her lesson soon, for the
workplace will be intolerant of such
a restrictive world view.
I also hope this ill-formed opinion
doesn't tarnish the opinions of the
new members of the Embry-Riddle
community. Almost all of the students here are united, not divided,
by our common passion for aero-

space. Don't allow your opinions
for others to degrade into irrational
dislike. When I graduated in 2006, I
felt surrounded by family, not pilots
and engineers.
I wonder what this student's intentions were by writing this opinion
during the second week of school.
The Avion is a wonderful forum
for expression, but it should not
be abused by someone looking for
a place to rant and rave. This is a
newspaper, not a soapbox, and so
we must all use discretion when
we write and sign our names to our
words. The Avion was in error to
agree to withhold the name of the
writer. Names should only be withheld when the writer deserves anonymity, such as when a crime victim
speaks about their experience. It
should not be granted lightly, and
never granted as a shield for one
person to sling mud at another.
I hope to read a more respectful
tone on the "Opinions" page in the
coming weeks.
~Brian Case

Stand up for your school
How could you for one second badmouth the very people
this school, YOUR SCHOOL, was
founded on. I understand that not
everyone flies at Embry-Riddle
and honestly I am grateful for this
diversity.
However, for you to sit back
and talk about the majority of a
campus in such derogatory terms
makes me sick. Do you not realize the sacrifices made by EVERY
SINGLE STUDENT here on campus? Do you not realize what
everyone gives up to be here?
Most people spend everything they
have; their parents have, and then
take loans that it will take years to
pay off just to be here. They live,
die and bleed for aviation, and just
to be here fulfills the goals of so

many people.
Have you not been to a “normal”
college campus? The percentage
of students that drink or more
seriously do drugs are at such a
higher percentage than that of our
Embry-Riddle. You know what
those people become? The lawyers
and doctors that will take care of
you, your mother, your grandmother and the rest of your family. Sure there are students here
at ERAU that indulge in activities
that are subsequently less than the
poster boy imagine of a professional pilot. But guess what…. I
bet you 99 percent of them have
the brains to be smart enough not
to fly when they shouldn’t be.
I would invite you to come flying with me one day, and show
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me where the “takeoff” button is
on a C-172. I would also like to
ask you how we “defy” gravity,
because everyone on this campus
knows that lift can be simplified
to a mathematical equation, which
I’d be happy to teach you since
you didn’t know. But maybe you
my friend have a place in this
world too and for this I will forgive and respect you. When you
find yourself without friends and
without a job because people find
out what an idiot you are, you
come to me and I’ll pay you to
balance my fat pilot check book
because as you said I only took
MA112 and it might be to much
for me to count all those zeroes on
the end of my paycheck.
~Jacob Velky

For just over three years now
I’ve read The Avion newspaper
every Tuesday when the new issue
arrives. This is the first time that
I’ve been moved to act upon an
opinion published within its pages.
I have a moral obligation, as a
pilot, to respond.
One of the greatest liberties we
Americans hold dear is the freedom
of speech, vested upon us by First
Amendment of our Constitution.
We have the right to speak our
minds and make “educated” publications for the masses to read,
comprehend, and digest.
Last week’s issue of The Avion
featured an anonymously posted
rant in which a concerned soul
vented his or her heart out regarding pilots and drinking… for the
most part, that is. It was somewhat
confusing to read because it literally jumped all over the place
and was nearly incoherent. At one
point, I was actually concerned for
the safety and peace of mind of
“Anonymous.”
The author of the piece quoted,
in no uncertain words, that pilots
are lacking brain cells, are mindless robots that merely need to
press a single button in order to
deliver hundreds of men, women,
and children safely to their destinations. They are all alcoholics who
immediately take to the bar scene
after every flight, you see. He/she
went on to insinuate the fact that
MA112, the highest mathematical
course required of our prestigious
and honorable degree, can deliver little more than the ability to
balance a checkbook. I could go
on and on regarding the slanderous, maladroit words I read last
Tuesday, but there is no point. I
know I’m not alone in feeling more
than a bit stung by such irrational
claims.
I must congratulate “Anonymous”
in one respect; you’ve single handedly delivered the single most
uneducated, ridiculously closed-

minded sample of editorial fluff
that we’ve (I firmly believe that
I speak for ALL pilots here) ever
read in the pages of The Avion.
My friend, you’ve got some serious reality issues that you need to
attend to.
“Anonymous,” have you ever
even seen the inside of a cockpit?
Where is this almighty “TAKEOFF”
button you speak of? Where are
your statistics or evidence of boozing, drunken pilots?
True, we as pilots are not required
to take MA345 as part of our curriculum. For this, I am glad. I
cannot imagine a more fearful situation than a pilot of a 767, carrying
my family and loved ones home for
Christmas, trying to fumble for his
TI-89 when the left engine suffers
a catastrophic turbine separation at
36,000 feet so that he might solve
differential equations. Myself, I’ll
gladly ride with the cool-headed,
well-trained ERAU pilot who
remembers his/her instinctively
memorized emergency flows, correctly configures the aircraft, and
does his/her best to FLY the disabled aircraft to a safe landing,
saving both soul and asset.
No, “Anonymous,” there is no
mystical, “OH MY GOD! WE’RE
GONNA DIE! PRESS TO SAVE
US!” button anywhere to be found
in any cockpit of any aircraft. This
is where a beating heart and steely
mind saves the day. This is where
we, as ERAU trained pilots, avert
disaster if it is even remotely possible. This is where you are sadly,
solidly mistaken.
Yes, I like to drink the occasional
alcoholic beverage. After a long
flight, whence my flight instructor (who never had any inkling to
“throw me out of the window”)
tested my resolve to FLY THE
AIRPLANE after cutting an engine,
after my calf muscle burned for an
hour after holding that unyielding
rudder pedal in order to maintain
coordinated flight in blind condi-

tions, I like to relax AT HOME with
a nice dark German beer or three.
Not at the bar as you so boldly
profess. But at home… safely at
home.
The FARs strictly denounce
any alcoholic consumption by
pilots at the flight controls in
words very clear. I challenge you,
“Anonymous,” to memorize the
volumous tome that we pilots are
required to memorize. The FARs…
1021 pages of rules, regulations,
laws, and procedures – written by
Government hired lawyers who
have likely never even seen an
aircraft. You see, my friend? It’s all
relative.
Do
not
limit
yourself,
“Anonymous.” It’s painfully obvious to many who’ve read your article that you’ve either been wronged
in the past by a pilot who does not
represent the vast majority of our
professional standards or are simply living in a world of television
make-believe drama.
I must agree with you in one
aspect of your piece of writing,
however. I also fear the prospect
of “wasting” (investing) countless
thousands of dollars sitting in a
chair studying to do the same exact
thing for the rest of my life. The
only difference between you and I
is the fact that my office will have
a far better view than yours.
I am a pilot. When I leave the
flight line, I hold myself high…
proud of the road that I’m embarking upon. I hold my head high,
proud of my accomplishments. It
takes a very special and strongminded person to operate a multimillion dollar asset with hundreds
of lives on board to which there can
never be placed a price tag.
There is one other difference
between you and I, “Anonymous.”
Proudly, boldly, and confidently, I
sign my real name here. For I will
forever be proud of the fact that I
am a pilot.
~Stephen Roy

The Avion asks: “How do you feel about the new Starbucks coming to campus?”
-Compiled by Andrew Zaback

Ryan Cianciolo
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Gwendolyn Cochran
Sophomore
Aerospace Engineering

Kate Cormier
Sophomore
Aerospace Engineering

Jermaine King
Senior
Aeronautical Science

Joy Felton
Senior
Aerospace Studies

Caitlin McGunigle
Junior
Civil Engineering

“I honestly think it’s good
that we have a Starbucks
coming to campus because
they have more options to
choose from.”

“I love that now I can get
my strawberries and cream
any time I want.”

“I would like to get more of
a variety, like white chocolate mochas.”

“All right. Giggity, Giggity!”

“I have never actually been
to Starbucks.”

“Thank you, Dr. Bailey.”
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Try a little tact next time
After reading the title of last
week’s Opinion piece regarding
pilots and drinking, I expected an
eye opening exposé, a heartfelt
entreaty, or possibly a study of campus culture. What I got instead was
vicious ad hominem attack clearly
written by someone with a personal
vendetta. The entire article, if it even
qualifies as such, is full of vituperative language, nasty comments, and
irresponsible generalizations. There
are no statistics, no examples, not
even a hint of evidence to back up
the author’s accusations! Who tried
to drink and fly, exactly? True, most
opinion pieces don’t rely on evidence, but personally, if I’m going
to insult half the student body, I’d
get a few hard facts to back up my
case.
Yes, it’s probably true that a lot
of the flight students party a bit
hard for their chosen profession.

So do the business students. The
engineering students too, mustn’t
forget about them. So what? This
is COLLEGE, and everyone is entitled to be asinine once in a while.
Most of the pilots that graduate
from Embry-Riddle have gotten the
urge out of their systems, and the
ones that haven’t don’t last long
in the field. Many flight students
don’t even drink! To hear the author
speak, it would seem every cockpit on campus is full of hung over
lushes who can barely flip a switch.
If the author is so afraid of pilots,
might I suggest s/he buy a car?
The author’s confession that s/he
wanted at one time to be a pilot is
not at all shocking, as s/he suggested. The bitter name-calling made it
painfully obvious from the beginning, bringing to mind the image
of a spoilt child who didn’t get to
play with the toy he wanted, so he

pretends he never wanted the stupid
thing anyway, and makes fun of the
child who DID get the toy.
The so-called moral of the story
actually made me laugh. Who
repeatedly slights and devalues
someone’s job, then tells them to
be proud? Going from saying that
all pilots have to do is push a GO
button, to challenging them to take
pride in their work is sends a somewhat mixed message, in my humble
opinion. So, the moral of MY story
is simply this- If you want to send
pilots who drink too much a message, petty name-calling and unfair
denigration is probably not the best
way to go about it. Try a little tact
next time.
Oh, and about those shorts? This
is FLO-RI-DA. It is HOT outside.
Offended by a little leg? Get over
it!
~Name Withheld

Stereotyping is easy
As an upperclassman of this
school, you are probably of drinking age and have probably done
so in an unprofessional manner at
least once. If not, it doesn't really
matter. You have upset the flying
community at the university which
you attend with false accusations
and stereotypes. When reading your
opinion, I have noticed that you
immediately announced your problem with the "pajama-like" clothing
certain students wear, so please, let
me stereotype you as a girl, because
most guys at this school wouldn't
make an argument about a girl trying to show off. You later go on to
say that you once aspired to be a
pilot, but apparently failed at your
dream. This, combined with the "I
am above you all" mindset that the
tone of your submission presents
makes me think you feel you are
in a position that directly affects
pilots, so again, please let me stereotype you as either an Air Traffic
Management major, or an engineer
of some sort. See, stereotyping is
easy.
First, lets look to possible roots of
your anger. Apparently, you have a
severe problem with pilots, not pilots
who drink. Your submitted opinion
clearly states that you feel that all

pilots are people who "have less
brain cells" than those of other professions, "drive planes,” take basic
calculus math courses, and maintain
the ability to "balance checkbooks."
Clearly, our ability to "learn how to
push buttons and move levers" and
"speak competently on the radio"
was beyond your capabilities, or
else, you'd just be another "self-indulging, and destructive" pilot like
you said was once your dream. I
would venture to say that you are
an engineer because you downgrade
the math courses required to graduate from most aviation programs at
the school. At the same time, you
reference flight as "gravity defying
in according with the laws of physics" as opposed to creating an equal
and opposite reaction to gravity with
wind moving over the airfoil. You
must have forgotten Bernoulli even
though you mentioned Newton and
Galileo. Maybe you ought to think
about changing your career again.
Now, lets analyze and respond
to your few sentences regarding
alcohol, even though the title of the
article suggests that these sentences
should comprise the majority of the
submission. According to you, pilots
"spend all day flying and all night in
the bars,” are "unable to control

self-indulgence,” and you suggest
that all pilots are always irresponsible when they drink. I am in no
way defending irresponsible drinking. I am simply saying that you
are out of line to suggest that pilots
are prone to throwing their careers
away through heavy drinking more
than those in any other profession.
Is it okay for an engineer to drink
heavily and go to work, then design
a shuttle with the wrong sized washer on accident, only to watch it burn
up in the atmosphere? If you want to
bash people who drink heavily, do
it, but don't single out pilots because
you couldn't become one of us. We
are aware of the risks that come with
drugs like alcohol and most of us are
responsible.
You have so many problems with
pilots and you try to make us out to
be simple people pushing buttons,
but you also revere us because you
really have no idea what we do,
and you know that whatever it is, it
is something incredibly important
to this school. By taking a shot
at pilots, you are taking a shot at
your school, and in turn, yourself.
If you do not plan on graduating
here, please, for all of us, save your
flame-wars for your next school.
~Jonathan Dziok
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Writer didn’t do
their research

In my four years at Embry-Riddle
I have never read such an appalling article in The Avion. Never
have I read such a poorly written,
adolescent, ignorant, and largely
offensive text to so many people.
After reading “Name Withheld’s”
article regarding flying and drinking, I was dumbfounded by the
sheer wrongfulness of almost
every single sentence he/she
wrote. The attitude that you, the
author, displayed was atrocious.
Throughout the entire piece you
layered sarcasm and stereotypical
comments in abundance, advertising your obvious immaturity and
total lack of any knowledge on
the subject you so tactlessly discussed. I use the term “discussed”
loosely due your inability to keep
a consistent side and to cite your
extensive accusations.
Starting at the beginning of your
article you jested on pilot’s weak
course load, naming MA112 as
one such obvious fault in our
curriculum. First of all, as a pilot
would it be useful to know the
math skills learned in Calculus
III? Would it make us a better
pilot? A safer pilot? The answer
is no, just like no would be the
answer when I would ask you if
an engineer should take a course
in nursing. We do however take
courses that apply math skills
learned in MA112 such as physics,
aerodynamics, jet aircraft performance, etc. This shows a logical
progression of applied math concepts that will be used later in our
careers. Furthermore, I trust the
faculty and administration of the
school to provide the best curriculum for the Aeronautical program;
since we are in fact the best school
in the world for training and educating pilots. I think decades of
experience have benefited us, providing the best and most useful
classes that will be used later in
our career.
As pilots, we do not “waste
money” flying. We fly because it
is our dream, passion, and career
to support ourselves and families.
It is the cost of happiness that all
pilots must pay. You explained
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the difficulties of flying transport
category aircraft, “…how to push
buttons and move levers, and oh I
might have forgotten, the ability
to competently speak on a radio.”
As you explained later in your
writing, you always wanted to be
a pilot. I can tell from your complete unawareness and lack of any
experience there is no way you
have any clue to what it takes to
be a pilot. Your pathetic attempt
to illustrate how easy flying is
has made you a laughing stock in
the aeronautical community. We
are trained for four years through
rigorous standards and testing and
when we graduate we do not stop
there. We are tested every six
months once we hold a position in
an airline and continue to be tested
until we stop flying. How many
other careers can you think of that
require such rigorous testing? I
doubt you can think of many. This
is to ensure the maximum safety
for yourself and other passengers.
Your cruel and despicable comment about our instructors having
enough patience to not kill their
students by opening the window
and throwing them out suggests
that perhaps you need psychological help. Your snide comment
suggesting pilots have less brain
cells than normal people is, well
of course a shameful attempt at
an argument…even if you were a
thirteen-year-old.
To address your main point of
drinking and flying: most pilots at
this university, through my experiences and testimony of many
others have shown responsibility, moderation, and utmost regard
for their peers and careers. After
doing 30 minutes of research (thirty more than you did), I came up
with the following facts (which
you had none of): there are currently approximately 84,000 commercial airline pilots flying a year.
From January 1990 to June 2006
there were thirteen incidents of
alcohol violations involving seventeen pilots. So in the span of
sixteen and a half years there
were thirteen arrests made out of
over 100,000 total pilots flying (a

very conservative estimate). The
percentage of drunken pilots is
therefore less than .013 of one
percent (Aviation, Space, and
Environmental Medicine, Volume
77). Compare that to 40 percent
– almost half of all traffic related
crashes (alcoholalert.com). Even
during 10,000 random screenings
per year, the FAA only came up
with: “The failure rate is less than
0.1 percent.” (Air Safety Week).
Since you attacked Embry-Riddle
pilots flying drunk, I did investigating in the library and safety
department here on campus. Every
person I spoke to did not remember the last time there was a drunk
pilot. The Operations Supervisor
in the safety department, Mitchell
Widham did not recall either in
his 10 years of working on the
Daytona Beach campus, and he
is actively involved in compiling
the university’s crime statistics.
To accuse Embry-Riddle and all
other pilots as a bunch of drunks
flying airplanes here is completely
erroneous.
To conclude, we do not give
Embry-Riddle a bad name. We
practically make the name. We do
not destroy reputations for others.
We do not drink and fly. We take
pride in being a pilot. I can only
hope that some day you will be
on a plane in an emergency and
the pilot will safely get you to
the ground and save your life so
that maybe then, you will appreciate what we really do. If you are
really nice, you will do the pilot
a favor and go buy him a beer
because I’m sure he’ll be very
thirsty. I highly suggest that you
put forth your anti – drinking
energy into the general public and
make them aware of the dangers
of drunk driving, since you have
a much higher chance of dying on
your way home from school.
Lastly, your cowardly demeanor
on the subject of withholding your
name only supports your adolescent character. If you do not have
the courage to support what you
write, then you should not write
at all.
~William E. Bell
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Have a heart, volunteer
Mary Van Buren

Asst. Dir. of Communications

Embry-Riddle students are
invited to “have a heart” and join
Eambry-Riddle faculty and staff in
participating in the American Heart
Association’s 2007 Volusia/Flagler
Heart Walk. The annual event raises
awareness and funds for heart disease and stroke research and education.
This year’s Heart Walk will be
held Friday, Sept. 28, at the Daytona
Beach Band Shell on the oceanfront, with the festivities beginning
at 5 p.m. and the walk at 6 p.m.
Students are encouraged to join
an existing team or to start one of
their own at http://volusiaflaglerheartwalk.kintera.org/faf/home/
default.asp?ievent=222626.

Dr. John P. Johnson, EmbryRiddle president, is the chair of the
2007 Volusia/Flagler Heart Walk.
“Last year Embry-Riddle was a
local sponsor of the walk and its
top fundraiser, with many in the
Embry-Riddle community making
generous monetary contributions,”
he said. “Of the 2,000 walkers from
more than 40 companies and organizations, we fielded 355 walkers –
faculty, staff, and students working
together for this great cause.”
Embry-Riddle hopes to raise
$25,000 this time around; $9,660
has been donated so far. The total
net goal of the event is $275,000.
According to Dr. Tom Connolly,
chancellor of the Daytona Beach
campus, various fundraising events
will be held on campus Thursday,
Sept. 20. “Several all-day events
will increase awareness of the Heart

Walk and help everyone understand
the importance of living a healthy
lifestyle,” he said.
All Embry-Riddle walkers will
receive an Embry-Riddle Heart
Walk T-shirt. In addition, the
Embry-Riddle Giving Cup, a traveling trophy, will be awarded to the
top fundraising Heart Walk team in
recognition of an outstanding philanthropic effort.
Several Embry-Riddle teams
have been formed and are gearing
up for the Heart Walk. This year’s
teams and faculty/staff captains
include the following: Athletics
(Nicole Axtell); Eagles Have Heart
(AbdulAziz Al-Hajeri, Donna
Ferrell, Jennifer Hinebaugh, Sally
Richards, and Sandy Sirk); EmbryRiddle Greek Life (Chris Chapman);
Embry-Riddle Skywalkers (Sam
Granata); FAA and Worldwide

Walkers (Karolyn Campbell); Heart
and Sole (Adrienne Dominello);
Information Technology (Keith
Mattingly); Naval ROTC (Gabe
Blanton); ROTC & Arts and
Sciences (Mike Schaefer); Strategic
Planning (Len Brazis); The Profs
Who Say Knee (Jim Ramsay); and
We Put Heart in Our Business (Dan
Young).
Since 1924, the American Heart
Association has helped protect people of all ages and ethnicities from
the ravages of heart disease and
stroke. These diseases, the nation’s
No. 1 and No. 3 killers, claim
more than 910,000 American lives
a year. The association invested
more than $474 million in 20042005 for research, professional and
public education, and advocacy so
that people across America can live
stronger, longer lives.
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Open auditions
Jon Dziok
Acafellas

Embry-Riddle’s own AcaFellas
are now holding auditions. The
AcaFellas are an all-male group of
a capella singers that take modern
music and turn it into an a capella
extravenganza. With such songs as
“Kiss by the Rose,” “Crazy,” “Dare
You to Move,” and “Moondance,”
the AcaFellas have provided the
university and supporting organizations with hours of quality entertainment.
The Acafellas started in the fall of
2002 with five members, after a oneman search for any man interested
in becoming involved in an acapella
group. The group first performed for
the homecoming festivities in 2002.
After a weekend of performing for

alumni receptions and talent shows,
the Acafellas’ popularity on campus
began to grow. Now a mature group,
the AcaFellas were even flown to
the Prescott campus last Fall to hold
a concert for our Midwestern brothers (and sisters.)
Auditions for the group are simple: prepare a song that you can
sing well and demonstrates the high
caliber of your singing ability. Then,
show up in COA 205 on Tuesday
and Thursday from 630-730 p.m.
or on Sunday from 6-9 p.m. and
showcase yourself. Jonathan Dziok,
the president of the AcaFellas,
describes his experiences with the
group as “riveting,” “mind-numbing” and “on the edge of your seat
entertainment.” Come join the university’s best a capella group! For
more information, contact Jonathan
Dziok at JonDziok@gmail.com

Phi Delta Theta welcomes the new pledge class
New Phikeia
looking
forward to an
educational
semester
Chris Haas

Phi Delta Theta
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For the men of ERAU who come
out every semester and consider
going Greek, trying to decide what
fraternity best suits them amidst
a campus of Greek letters can
be a daunting task. For 10 men,
it became very clear when they
accepted their Bid of Membership
into the great Brotherhood of Phi
Delta Theta.

The Brothers of the Florida Mu
Chapter of Phi Delta Theta are
pleased to welcome our newest
Phikeia Class for the Fall 2007
semester. After a successful Rush
Week filled with events ranging
from billiards and fishing to gokarts and laser tag, we welcome
10 Phikeia who have committed
themselves in becoming the newest Brothers of our Fraternity.
The Chi Phikeia Class consists
of Michael Juhl, Piotr Jurek,
Chris Knaus, Andrew Locey, Dan
McDermott, Michael McVicker, Jeffrey O’Brien, Craig Parrot,
Gabriel Rice, and Christoph Van
Aken.
For these men, the semester
will serve as an education periof
before initiation used to familiarize
new members with the Fraternity.
This period is one of positive and
encouraging preparation for the
responsibilities of membership
and reaffirms the principles of Phi
Delta Theta. Our ultimate go is

to successfully prepare all of the
Phikeia for initiation, enhance their
scholarship performance, and to
provide a challenging educational
experience which will cultivate
commitment and excitement in
these outstanding men.
Along with these Phikeia, Phi
Delt is looking forwards to yet
another exciting semester. Plans are
underway for our annual Monday
Night Football on the West Lawn
co-sponsored with Touch-N-Go
Productions. We’re bringing out
the big screen, turning up the grill,
and looking to enjoy the game with
entire student body on Monday,
Oct. 1.
These are good times for Phi
Delta Theta and we hope to continue our success. We are continually looking for men com
mitted friendship and brotherhood,
academic excellence, and rectitude. Anyone interested in Phi Delt
should head to www.embryriddlephi.com and check us out.

Sigma Chi
Tyler Grinnell
Sigma Chi

Step right up, step right up,
who’s next in line for a wheelbarrow race? In the coming semester
the back lot of the Sigma Chi
house will be flattened, and a volleyball court will reign. As you
all know, Sigma Chi is known for
putting together some of the greatest get togethers known to Central
Florida. With that being said be
on the look out for information
regarding our annual Halloween
party.
Congratulations for all of the
Sororities and Fraternity’s with
rush this semester. The Sigma Chi
Fraternities Gamma Eta pledge

class is currently 25 strong, working hard to keep the legacy of Sigma
Chi in power. The International
Triad has been effortlessly achieving their goal of bringing culture
to ERAU from Asia, Europe, and
North America. For all of you ladies
out there that love our Paradise
Island on 520 S. Ridgewood,
I’m sorry to inform you that our
swimming hole is out of comm
ission at the moment. If any of you
have an extra pool pump taking
up space at your house, we will
be more than happy to take it off
your hands.
Every week I will give each of
you some words of wisdom, for
this week it is to;
Keep a coat hanger around so
you don’t wrinkle your jacket.

SAE Fall Rush
SAE Brother

SAE Fraternity

The SAE fraternity enjoyed one
of the most successful rushes in
the chapter’s history. The brothers would like
to thank all the
potential members who painted
the rock, attended
the events, and
made this fall’s
rush incredibly
enjoyable.
The
brothers would also

like to congratulate the men
who got selected to be members
of the new pledge class, pledge
class omega. We, the brothers, are looking forward to helping
the new members become better
people and teaching
them to exemplify the
True Gentleman.
The fraternity would
also like to congratulate the SAE ooze ball
team for finishing first
in Geek and second
overall. We would
also like to thank team
boozeball for providing us with two very
entertaining games.

Society of Aviation Technicians working hard
Andrew Pearson

Society of Aviation Tech.

While many students and organizations were taking the summer off,
the Society of Aviation Technicians
was hard at work taking its members into the depths of the aviation maintenance industry. The day
after summer classes ended seven
members of the organization met
in the wee hours of the morning,
piling into an ERAU van driven by
Mr. Mitch Geraci of the Aviation
Maintenance Science department.
We were headed down to Fort
Lauderdale, to spend the day touring the Fort Lauderdale Executive
Airport and Duncan Aviation’s
Avionics Line Station.
Our guide and host for the event,
Brian Redondo, met us at the door

to the station with open arms, a
wealth of knowledge, information
packets, and some really cool shirts.
In addition to showing us Duncan
Aviation’s Avionics Line Station,
he was able to take us around the
Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport
and guide us through Part 135 aircraft charter companies, full-blown
repair stations, too many Learjets to
count, a Challenger, and two very
sexy Gulfstream 3s. After taking us
around the airport, we came back to
the Duncan station to eat pizza and
have a question and answer session
with Mr. Redondo and several other
Duncan employees. Mr. Redondo
is an ERAU and AMS Alumni,
who graduated with his A&P, ALM
and an AOC in Avionics. With a
background that is very similar to
what many AMS students hope to
graduate with and achieve, he is

a wealth of knowledge and was
able to provide great perspective
and information on how to get
started in corporate aviation, what
to expect from different types of
corporate aviation companies, and
many great tips on what to expect
from a career in the corporate aviation world.
The Society of Aviation
Technicians is already planning its
next adventure.
Join us at our
next meeting at 4:45 p.m., Sept.
19th in room 152 of the P-Building
(located behind the COA) to find
out more. Contact Andrew Pearson
at pearsa96@erau.edu for more
information.
Special thanks to Dr. Arthur
Eldridge, Mr. Jay Lacy, Mr. Mitch
Geraci, and Mr. Brian Redondo
for making the trip an incredible
success.
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Speed Patrols

SGA Implements Safety Campaign

Police to up
their presence
Ryan Hattan

Vice President

As a leader your most important
responsibility is in taking care of your
people. The same concept holds true
to family members. As a member of
the Embry-Riddle family it is up to
all of us to do our part in ensuring the
safety of others. This past week an
unfortunate event occurred when one
of our Dining Services employees
was the victim of a hit and run incident along Clyde Morris Boulevard
just a few hundred yards from campus. This brings into the spotlight
an issue that came from the students
and was raised by the SGA this past
year. In an effort to provide students
a safer environment along this roadway the SGA lobbied local and state
officials to move up the 2012-2013
timeline of a proposed Clyde Morris

expansion and bike lane. Our efforts
resulted in the renewed importance
of the project within the city and
county along with the securing of
federal funds solely for the bike lane
effort. As of recent the project was
slated to begin in February 2008
due to your concerns. Unfortunately
until then, safety is still a concern.
The SGA has many efforts in place
to help mitigate this risk. This week
we received donations from local
retailers to provide students and staff
with bicycle safety equipment that
will be available through SGA. Also
we will be launching an advertising
campaign along the roadway with
the sign watermarked below. Lastly,
the DBPD will be focusing on speed
reduction efforts along Clyde Morris
such as a ramp up in the number
of traffic officers enforcing speed
around Embry-Riddle. All of this is
in attempts to avoid another tragic
accident such as the one that took
place. As part of the ERAU family
please do your part and make the
conscience decision to slow down.

First Friday program
Evan Halbhuber

Student Representative
RYAN HATTAN/ SGA

THIS WEEK THE SGA visited Palance Powell, a Dining Services employee, at the Halifax Medical center to provide him with the first
official donations of bicycle safety equipment. Powell was the victim of a hit and run along Clyde Morris Boulevard near campus this past
week while heading home from work at school. The SGA has launched the S.O.S. (Save Our Students) Campaign in an effort to raise
awareness of pedestrians traveling along this road, specifically those who travel to the Chanute complex and other nearby homes.

SFB Gives out $63,930

The Student
Finance Board
(SFB) had a
very successful
budget allocation week. The
SFB spent last
week
listening to over 90
Student Organi
Natalie
zations and the
Anaya
three divisions,
To u c h - N - G o SGA Treasurer
Productions,
The
Avion
Newspaper, and EaglesFM, present
their budgets. Do not worry if you
did not get into one of the meetings
or haven’t turned in your packet yet:
It’s not too late! The SFB has a full
agenda this week, listening to the
additional student organizations that
were unable to get a time slot last
week. Additional budget packets are
still being accepted as your club or
organization finalizes some of your

events for the semester.
After the decrease in students last
year from fall to spring semesters,
we have taken steps to distribute an
equal amount of money to student
organizations each semester. We took
our budget and adjusted it to take an
additional amount for the unallocated
funds in order to be able to move
money over to Spring and Summer.
Doing this has opened the budget. This
allows us to have $70,000 set aside
just for clubs and organizations each
semester. In comparison, last fall the
SFB allocated over $77,000 to clubs
and organizations and over $62,000
in the spring semester. With the new
budget, each semester will have
a more balanced budget and you
should not feel a drastic change when
receiving your allocation letters in
the spring.
As successful as the allocations were, the SFB wants to help
make your student organization
better and has the following sugges-

tions:
1.When turning in your budget,
make sure that the entire packet is
filled out.
2.Only include events for the current semester.
3.Check and double check your
math.
4. The SFB follows certain guidelines where we do not usually pay for
food, flight, or items that will not stay
with the student organization.
When looking at each budget, the
SFB focuses on the clubs cost/ benefits, activity history, financial history,
historical/future fundraising, potential benefit to the student body, and
the organization’s potential growth.
The SFB is also looking for your
help in making the budget allocation
process even more efficient. Please
take the time to fill out the feedback form and turn it into the SGA
Office. If you have any questions,
please contact Natalie Anaya, SGA
Treasurer, at sgatres@erau.edu.

Every First Friday of the month,
students will have an opportunity
to satisfy community service hours
in an effort to keep our campus
beautiful. From 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
students can come to the SGA office
and pick up a provided trash bag
and gloves and spend as much
time as they wish to pick up trash

around campus. The Environmental
Awareness Committee (EAC) within
the SGA believes First Fridays will
provide students with a way to gain
service hours as well as keeping our
campus clean.
If you would like to become
more involved with environmental/recycling issues on campus,
the EAC meets every Wednesday
at 5 p.m. in the SGA office, or
contact Evan Halbhuber at
Evan.Halbhuber@erau.edu.

International Coastal Clean-Up

Budget Allocation Feed Back Form
1 being the worst 5 being the best

1. SGA Front Desk Check-In
1		
2		
3		
4		
5
2. Budget Presentation Process
1		
2		
3		
4		
5
3. Amount of time allotted for presentation
1		
2		
3		
4		
5
4.Did you feel you were welcomed by the SFB
1		
2		
3		
4		
5
What do you like about the process?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
How can the SFB Improve?
_________________________________________________
Please return this form to the SGA office and we look forward to your feedback

EVAN HALBHUBER/SGA

THE ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS COMMITTEE participated in the International Beach
Clean-Up. Interested students and SGA members met Saturday to get some sun while providing
a public service to the community. The committee has planned is a road clean up on Sept. 30.

Aeronautica
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Everyone hates Solar UAV
turbulence
54 hours of
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
The National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR), working with
United Airlines, has successfully tested a new turbulence alert and avoidance system, LiveScience reported
last week. The resulting system may
provide significant benefits from comfort and safety standpoints for air
travel within a few years.
The system involves the National
Weather Service’s Next-Generation
Doppler Radars (NEXRAD) information being put through a computer
algorithm known as NTDA. The system uses the radar information to plot
wind directions and speeds, removes
interference from storms or insects
that may skew the incoming data, and
identifies areas of heavy turbulence.
The end situation report is then sent
to all aircraft equipped to handle the
information in the area.
United Airlines planes operating
east of the Rocky Mountains, where
turbulence can be severe, have already
benefited from the system. Captain
Rocky Stone, chief technical pilot for

United Airlines, said that “The messages I’ve received in the cockpit gave
a very accurate picture of turbulence
location and intensity.” He went on to
call the system “an unprecedented and
extremely valuable new tool for pilot
situational awareness.”
The current testing phase will continue through October, and if no major
problems are encountered, the system
could be expanded to most of the
airlines operating in the United States.
NCAR scientists John Williams anticipates that, by 2011, the continental
United States could be analyzed and
updated information sent out every 15
minutes.
Benefits of the system range from
comfort and convenience to safety of large airliners. Williams told
LiveScience that “One benefit of
our system is that when a pilot uses
it to turn on the ‘fasten seat belt’
sign, the passengers and crew can
be confident that there is turbulence
ahead,” and would reduce the number
of false alarms and repeated buckling
and unbuckling. On the other side,
the FAA estimates that at least 1,000
minor injuries on airliners are caused
by turbulence annually.

unmanned,
unfueled flight
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
According to BBC news, a Zephyr
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) has
set a new unofficial world record,
staying aloft for 54 hours straight.
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sets airborne record

The Zephyr High Altitude Long
Endurance (HALE) is a 59-footwide, 66 pound UAV developed by
the British Company Qinetiq. Power
for the craft comes from lithium-sulfur batteries, charged by amorphous
silicon solar cells during the day.
“What was proved, and what was a
world first, was that the aircraft was
flown using its solar electrical power
system through two complete diurnal
cycles,” said Paul Davey, the project’s business development director.
Other UAVs have been able to stay
aloft overnight, but only by gliding or
soaring for part of the time.

The UAV is launched by hand
and flown under manual control to
an altitude of 10,000 feet. After that
point, an autopilot controlled most
of the functions of the plane through
an altitude of more than 58,000 feet,
though telemetry and a forward-looking camera provide telemetry to the
ground at all times.
Other instruments, from visual
cameras to infrared sensors have
been brought aloft and used to provide real-time information for the
ground. Ultimately, the goal of the
project is to keep the UAV aloft for
several months, providing long-term

reconnaissance, observation of environmental conditions, or acting as a
communication relay.
The current UAV record for endurance is 30 hours, 24 minutes, held by
a Northrop Grumman Global Hawk
in 2001. The Federation Aeronautique
Internationale was notified only shortly before the attempt and was not
able to dispatch a representative to
observe the flight, so the record cannot be considered official. However,
a flight lasting 33 hours, 43 minutes
took place on Aug. 31, and may be
verifiable by the White Sands air
traffic control.

ATC found guility

Swiss air
traffic control
convicted in
2002 crash
Brian Asbury

Advertising Manager
Four Swiss Air Traffic
Managers were found guilty of
manslaughter over the deaths of
71 people in a mid-air collision
in 2002. A cargo plane in Swiss
airspace collided with a charter
plane carrying Russian children
on July 1, 2002. The two planes

came down in Germany.
Prosecutors said the firm possessed a “culture of negligence”
which contributed to the crash.
Of the eight indicted, the four
that were managers were convicted while the other four who
were controllers at the Skyguide
firm, were acquitted.
Before the crash, a single
controller was in charge of 15
aircraft, making 118 radio transmissions with them, the trial
uncovered. Some radar systems
were also down due to repairs.
The controller in question has
since been stabbed by the father
of two of the children who died.
Skyguide’s policy prior to the
crash was to only have one controller on duty, but since then the
firm has adjusted their policy.
Advertisement
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Thai airline crash kills as many as 100
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
Perhaps as many as 100 people
were killed Sunday when a One-TwoGo Airlines flight crashed on landing
in Phuket, ABC News reported.
The plane, a McDonnell Douglas
MD-82, departed Bangkok earlier
that afternoon and had an uneventful flight until final approach. Initial
reports say that heavy rain caused
flight OG269 to slide off the runway
and split in two in the Thai resort town
of Phuket. Phuket Police Chief Maj.
Gen. Deecha Butnamphet issued a

television broadcast,
saying “we

believe
that there are
many people who are
dead. We are taking the dead
and injured out from the scene.”
There were 123 passengers, including 78 foreigners, and seven flight
crew aboard. By press time late
Sunday information was contradictory
and still coming in, but preliminary
estimates from Thailand’s Ministry
of Public Health put the death toll at
87. Other news services and sources through the day put the number
between 100 killed and 61 dead, 40
“missing.”
Everyone not killed was taken to
two local hospitals for treatment, the

majority of the injuries appearing to
be burns. ABC News reported that
five passengers were listed in critical
condition with burns over 60 percent of their bodies.
A

full
investigation will
be conducte d
shortly. The
airport
was expected
to
be
closed until 7 a.m.
local
time Monday.
The number of countries represented on the flight has sent news of the
crash around the world in a matter of
hours. Since Phuket is a major tourist

destination, producing a significant
percent of Thailand’s economy, tourists from many countries travel to the
area throughout the year. Citizens
from Thailand, Britain, Australia,
France, the Netherlands, Germany,
Israel, Iran, Canada, and Ireland were
confirmed to be on the flight, and there
was at least one diplomatic officer
onboard as well.
The

c r a s h may be the
worst for Thailand since an Airbus
A310 crashed on landing in a rainstorm in 1998. That accident saw 101
of the 146 people onboard killed.
One-Two-Go is the budget carrier
operated by Orient Thai Airways.

Steve Fossett is missing!
From Wall Street to balloon
record holder to his global flight
record achievements, Steve Fossett
has soared among the best and the
bravest. He is received by the aviation community as a down-to-earth
aviator, a modest man with record
level achievements, and a mentor
to some Embry-Riddle Aviation
Maintenance Science students during his stop at the Kennedy Space
Center just prior to his non-stop
global record making solo flight.
The 63-year-old pilot has entered
the record books in recent years
as the man that holds three recordbreaking circumnavigations of the
globe by balloon, sailboat and aircraft. He has held 116 speed or distance records on land, air and water,
including cross-country skiing competitions, the Iditarod Sled Dog
Race and the Iron man Triathlon.
He also swam the English Channel
and ran in the Leadville Trail Run,
a 100-mile foot race through the
Colorado Rockies. His sometimes
tense journey in his solo flight across
three oceans and dozens of countries
began and ended in Kansas. The
19,880 nautical-mile (36,818 kilometer) voyage took 67 hours and

two minutes. It was financed by
Fossett’s longtime friend and investor, Richard Branson, who heads
Virgin Atlantic Airways. “It’s something I’ve wanted to do for a long
time,” Fossett said as he stepped out
of the plane, his legs wobbly after
nearly three days in the cockpit.
“It has been a major ambition of
mine.” The GlobalFlyer was built
by Scaled Composites, the same
firm that designed and launched the
world’s first civilian manned spacecraft, SpaceShipOne. That craft
was installed at the Smithsonian
National Air and Space museum
in Washington, D.C., along with
the GlobalFlyer. Burt Rutan, aerospace engineer and head of Scaled
Composites, said the plane, and the
pilot performed admirably.
Fossett stood still long enough
to write about his life’s passion for
breaking world records in his 2006
book, “Chasing the Wind.” At 9 a.m.
(noon ET) Monday, Fossett took off
in good flying conditions from hotel
magnate Barron Hilton’s Flying M
Ranch in Nevada, The Bellanca/
Citabria Super Decathlon aircraft he
was flying failed to return. Branson
said he worried that rescuers had

found no sign of his friend but
expressed optimism that Fossett,
whom he calls “a tough old boot,”
will surface soon. “If he’s landed
and he’s not too badly hurt, he’s the
one person in the world who will be
mentally and physically equipped to
get out of it,” Branson said. Fossett
was believed to have been scouting
dry lake beds as possible locations
for his latest record attempt, an
upcoming attempt to break the land
speed record in a rocket-propelled
car. “I hope to break 800 miles an
hour in 40 seconds.” Fossett said.
He was reported missing by
someone at the ranch at 1:43 p.m.
Monday after he failed to return on
schedule. About two dozen aircraft,
including airplanes, helicopters and
a C-130 cargo plane have flown
grid patterns over the search area
and despite the absence of clues,
searchers remain hopeful in finding
him safe. You may help in the search
effort by viewing the area with the
help of Google Earth and by using
the following procedure. Use the
following link to get started: http://
www.mturk.com/mturk/preview?gro
upId=9TSZK4G35XEZJZG21T60&
kw=Flash

PHOTO COURTESY NASA
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X Prize take two:
Google the moon
Robert Keith

Staff Reporter
For a change, Google is doing the
searching. In particular, they are looking for a team of individuals that can
design, launch, land, and operate a
vehicle on the surface of the moon.
The internet search engine giant
has teamed up with the originators
of the Ansari X Prize, The X Prize
Foundation, to fund a competition
with $30 million at stake.
“The Google Lunar X Prize calls
on entrepreneurs, engineers and
visionaries from around the world
to return us to the lunar surface and
explore this environment for the benefit of all humanity,” said Dr. Peter H.
Diamandis, of the X Prize Foundation.
“We are confident that teams from
around the world will help develop new robotic and virtual presence
technology, which will dramatically
reduce the cost of space exploration.”
“Having Google fund the purse and
title the competition punctuates our
desire for breakthrough approaches and global participation,” said
Diamandis. “By working with the

Google team, we look forward to
bringing this historic private space
race into every home and classroom.
We hope to ignite the imagination of
children around the world.”
In an attempt to help jumpstart
commercialism in space, the two companies have already solidified assets
for each team to utilize, which in turn
can ease the financial burdens associated with such endeavors. The Alien
Telescope Array, based out of the Hat
Creek Radio Observatory in northern
California and managed by The SETI
Institute, will be available to teams for
downloading of data at no cost to the
teams. The company known as Space
Exploration Technologies is the preferred launch vendor for competing
teams, which will lower the cost of
its Falcon Launch Vehicle to aid the
teams’ long voyage. Universal Space
Network will offer its telemetry and
tracking services at a discount for the
teams as well.
In addition to facilitating the advent
of commercialism in space, the
Google Lunar X Prize hopes that the
technologies that will be invented and
employed by competing teams can
help with perceived problem areas

here currently on Earth. Both companies have high hopes that the technologies can be utilized for implementations in areas such as transmission
of solar energy, propellants and other
materials that can aid future robotic
missions, and reducing the cost of
space exploration.
The first team with a privately funded craft to land on the moon that roves
500 meters (1640 feet) and sends data
back to Earth is eligible for the $20
million grand prize. The second team
to do so will be eligible for a $5 million reward. The remaining $5 million
will be considered for bonus prizes.
Teams can earn the bonus prize money
by roving distances greater than 5,000
meters (3.11 miles), photographing
manmade objects such as those from
the Apollo missions, and/or surviving
a lunar night, which extends fourteen
and a half earth days. However, teams
will only have until the end of 2012 to
compete for the full grand prize, after
which they will have an extended two
years to compete for a reduced prize
of $15 million. After this deadline is
passed, the remaining purse may be
withdrawn, unless Google agrees to
an extension of the competition.
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Japanese lunar probe
is largest since Apollo

NASA may axe COTS contract
Ashley Roper

Guest Reporter
Rocketplane Kistler’s (RpK) $207
million NASA contract is pending termination as of Sept. 7. The
Oklahoma-based company, along
with Space Exploration Technologies
(SpaceX), won the contract under
NASA’s Commercial Orbital
Transportation Services (COTS)
program. Space News reported last
Monday that Rocketplane Kistler
has failed to meet the original agreements of the contract and now has
30 days before the company loses its
funding from NASA.
RpK and SpaceX each received
a portion of the $500 million of
public funding for completing a
demonstration in August 2006. The
objective was to create a new and
cheaper commercial delivery system

designed to carry cargo and travel to
the International Space Station. Scott
Horowitz, NASA associate administrator for exploration systems, said
that “We are a customer that needs,
after we retire the shuttle, to supply the International Space Station.”
Both of the winning groups met that
need, and RpK developed the K-1
reusable rocket. However, to fully
complete the project the company
estimated a needed $500 million.
NASA’s $207 million contract
from the COTS program aided in
further research and development of
the K-1 rocket, but RpK has failed to
secure the rest of the funds from private financing. Under the contract,
the company was to meet a financial
deadline in May proving that they
had received the rest of the needed
funds for the project. This deadline
was missed along with promised test
flights of the K-1 rocket.

According to RpK’s website, the
first launch of the K-1 should occur
in late 2008 from the company’s
commercial spaceport in Woomera,
Australia. Besides the flight in 2008,
RpK is expected to have two other
demonstration flights completed by
2010.
Melissa Mathews, a spokeswoman from NASA stated “that
the company has failed to perform
Melissa Mathews under its Space
Act Agreement” which could result
in the termination of the COTS contract. Horowitz sent a formal letter
to RpK notifying the company of the
status of its contract with NASA.
RpK is being blamed with “failure
to perform” and will have 30 days
before a final decision is made.
However, Mathews also stated that
“NASA has not terminated its relationship with RpK and has not finalized a decision whether to do so.”

IMAGES COURTESY JAXA

JAPAN LAUNCHED THE LARGEST lunar mission since Apollo last week when the H2-A rocket, left,
took off from its seaside launch pad on Tanegashima Island. The SELENE probe, depicted at right, will
spend at least a year studying our nearest neighbor, including beaming back high-definition television.
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
The Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA) reported Friday that
it had successfully launched its first
lunar probe, KAGUYA (SELENE,
Selenological
and
Engineer
Explorer).
SELENE, now four years behind
its original timetable, was slated to
fly in mid-August, but improperly-installed condensers on the main orbiter’s partner satellites caused delays
until last Thursday. That launch window was cancelled due to lighting
forecast for the launch zone on the
island Tanegashima. At 10:31 a.m.

Advertisement

local time, however, the Japanese
H-2A vehicle 13 operated perfectly
and sent the constellation of three
satellites into a translunar trajectory.
The main orbiter contains most of
the instrumentation for the mission,
and will be inserted into a 62-mile
polar orbit. The two smaller satellites will have different orbits from
the main orbiter; one, a relay satellite, will be placed in an elliptical
orbit to allow continuous communication between the large satellite and
Earth, and the second, called VRAD,
will be used to measure gravitational
forces and the ionosphere around the
moon. Within the predicted one-year
mission, the entire moon should be
observed at some point or another.

The probe follows a 1990 mission, and is the second phase in what
JAXA claims will be a lunar program
rivaling the American NASA program of the 1960s. SELENE carries
sensors for observing conditions in
lunar orbit and on and below the
surface. Mineralogical composition,
magnetic and electromagnetic fields,
high energy particles, and geology
of the lunar environment and nearby space will be studied, with an
emphasis on factors relevant to future
human activity in the area.
By press time Sunday, SELENE
had completed extending its solar
array paddle and high-gain antenna.
More news will be reported in future
issues.
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Dawn’s last Earthly rise
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Proton failure leaves mess
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
A Russian Proton-M rocket carrying a Japanese communication satellite failed to reach orbit two weeks
ago, potentially sparking an environmental and health crisis, the AP
reports.
The rocket lifted off from Baikonur
cosmodrome in Kazakhstan Sept. 6.
For the first 139 seconds of the flight,
no problems were reported, but after
first-stage cutoff the second stage
failed to ignite, drifting off course
with the third stage and payload
still attached. Parts of the rocket
were predicted to fall about 30 miles
southwest of the town Zhezkazgan in
a sparsely populated part of central
Kazakhstan.
A more critical problem than debris
may be the 220 tons of fuel onboard
the rocket, including the carcinogen
heptyl. A previous launch failure, a
Dnepr rocket that crashed after takeoff in July 2006, spread heptyl over

a broad area in Kazakhstan, and five
more “serious situations” have arisen
from unsuccessful launches in the
past 11 years.
Because of these environmental
concerns, as well as a full investigation of the failed rocket, all
Proton launches from Baikonur
were suspended indefinitely by the
Kazakhstan government.
While the payload was insured and
Kazakhstan will be compensated for
environmental damage by Russia,
Kazakhstan will likely be taking a
harder line against Russian launches
in the future.
For the most part, the Proton is a
reliable rocket; this is the first failure
in about eight years, and the Virginiabased company International Launch
Services, which claims exclusive
rights for Proton launches and mission management, plans a further
21 launches in the next six years.
Proton rockets have been in operation for decades, having participated
in 327 launches and lifted such major
payloads as the International Space

Station’s Zarya and Zvezda modules.
Despite the success rate of the
rocket, Pavel Felgenhauer, a Russian
military analyst, says that the quality
of Russian rockets has declined since
the fall of the Soviet Union. The last
failures of the Proton were in July
and October 1999; both of those failures also involved the second stage
motors.
An interesting side note is a research
study done in 2003 regarding the use
of different kinds of bacteria to help
clean the area affected by the heptyl.
The study involved taking soil samples from around Baikonur contaminated by heptyl and UDMH, another
popular rocket fuel, and allowing the
bacteria to consume the fuel.
According to the International
Science and Technology Center website, some laboratory cultures could
reduce the amount of UDMH in the
soil by a factor of four within 24
hours. It is uncertain if this method
will be used to help decontaminate
any affected areas.

Upcoming Cape Launches
Launch of the Space Shuttle Discovery on mission STS-120, currently scheduled for Oct. 23, could take a hit
after a hydraulic leak was found in the orbiter’s right-side main landing gear last Friday. Discovery was preparing to roll over to the Vehicle Assembly Building from the Orbiter Processing Facility Wednesday for mating to
its solid rocket boosters and external tank. That was to be followed by rollout to the launch pad next week. But
that rollover milestone is now delayed at least a week to allow for a repair. As a result, this delay could, with an
already tight schedule, delay launch by a few days. Stay tuned to this page for information next week.
Preparations continue for the launch of NASA’s Dawn asteroid orbiter, on Sept. 26 shortly after sunrise.
The launch window that day opens at 7:25 a.m. EDT and closes at 7:54 a.m. Last week, Dawn made its last
Earthbound journey, traveling 15 miles from the Astrotech operations facility where it was being stored for the last
two months to Launch Complex 17B at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. Early the morning of Sept. 11, Dawn
was hoisted 13 stories up the launch tower and mounted atop the Delta 2 rocket that will propel Dawn on its 2 billion mile trip across the solar system to explore Ceres and Vesta.
A preview of the mission and information of viewing the launch will be provided in next Tuesday’s Avion.
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THE DAWN SPACECRAFT MADE its last journey on the ground Sept. 11, travelling to Launch Pad
17B at Cape Canaveral and being hoisted to the top of and bolted to the 13-story Delta 2 rocket that
will carry it towards the Asteroid Belt next week. Dawn is slated to lift off at 7:25 a.m. on Sept. 26.

Sept. 26
Delta 2
NASA’s Dawn asteroid orbiter
Launch window:
7:25 - 7:54 a.m. EDT

Oct. 17
Delta 2
Next GPS satellite
Launch window:
8:23 - 8:34 a.m. EDT

NET October
Delta 4-Heavy
Last DSP satellite
First operational flight
Launch window: around midnight

Oct. 9
Atlas 5
WGS military comsat
Launch window:
8:01 p.m. - 9:33 p.m. EDT

NET Oct. 23
Space Shuttle Discovery
STS-120 / ISS flight
U.S. Node 2 “Harmony” module
Launch time: 11:38 a.m. if 23rd
+/- 5 min. window

NET November
Atlas 5
Classified NRO sat.
Launch time: TBA
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Grade school P.E. creates good comedy
scenes of gym torture throughout. “Farley,”
as Mr. Woodcock calls him, is taunted as fat,
lazy, and in one painful scene, unprepared
(he learns his lesson during a mandatory
cup check when he wasn’t wearing any jockstrap…).
When John Farley returns to his hometown in Nebraska to collect a prize, “The

“

Mr. Woodcock

Chris Haas

World News Editor
For anyone who’s ever had a painful
PE class or a sadistic gym teacher, Mr.
Woodcock may be a cathartic experience.
Billy Bob Thornton stars as the headline
character, channeling “Bad Santa,” as he
pelts asthmatics with basketballs and curses
weakness. Sean William Scott plays John
Farley, a self-help author who suffered considerably under Mr. Woodcock during grade
school.
The film begins during gym class and
throughout the film flashes back to painful

He learns his lesson
during a mandatory
cup check ...
-CHRIS HAAS

”

Corncobb Key,” he is surprised to see his
widowed mother dating his gym teacher
nemesis, Casper Woodcock.
From the beginning, there is tension
between the now-successful Farley and the
still hardcore Woodcock, and much of the
films comedy springs from this conflict.
Farley’s self-help book is ironically titled
“Getting Past Your Past,” but he finds it
hard when Mr. Woodcock is sleeping with
his mother.
This simple premise keeps the movie fun
and entertaining throughout, and even serves
as a commentary on how boys are raised. It’s
not as irreverent or funny as “Bad Santa,”
but for the most part Mr. Woodcock is a fun,
enjoyable movie.
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Jodie Foster is fierce as outraged vigilante

The Brave One

Stephanie Thaxton
Guest Reporter
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When in Rome: Denver
Erin Roberts

Managing Editor
From Washington D.C., we travel to
a building topped with canopied waves
(made to look like mountains) accompanying the highly taxed but nicely engineered
terminals that are the Denver International
Airport. Welcome to Colorful Colorado,
the second edition of When in Rome.
The first thing you will notice once you
arrive outside are the mountains streaking across the western sky. Unlike other
states, these mountains provide a constant
reminder of where you are, not only
in physical location, but for your inner
compass: mountains equal west, and you
should never get lost again (unless it’s
dark, and then you are hosed). There are
so many things and places to see in this
magnificent state that it is hard to pick just
a few, but I will try.
SEE: Everyone knows that the mountains are great for skiing and snowboarding, and most of the tourists who come to
this state are attracted to our fresh powder.
The mountains are so much more. Take
some time to go explore and really get to
know this section of the Rockies.
There are several places that are amazing to see here. The Sand Dunes National
Park is a shock for most people. Essentially
a desert portion of the mountains, it is surrounded by peaks but placed within a dry
valley.. Take a picnic and explore the most
randomly placed desert in the country. If
you want a fun trick, dig your feet into
the endless sand next to one of the small
streams found on the dunes and try to stay
standing without falling over; it is more
difficult than you think.
EXPERIENCE: I recommend taking

an hour or so drive up to Boulder Falls,
just outside the eclectic city of Boulder.
The falls are just a short hike from the
road and are well worth the trip. A drive
in almost any direction westward will
take you into the higher mountains. If you
feel up to it, climb a “fourteener,” what
locals call the 14,000-foot mountains. I
have climbed one myself, and while it is
to be taken seriously, it is an experience
that you will never forget. The feeling of
accomplishment when you look out at the
Front Range is stunning.
A word of warning, if you are not used
to the elevation of the Mile High City,
especially the mountains, bring lots of
water and be careful of elevation sickness,
which you will regret later.
FOOD: Being in the capital city of
Denver will take you to a splendid little restaurant just past the 16th Street
mall smack in the middle of Downtown.
Housed in a former street car station,
the Old Spaghetti Factory greets you
with a familiar red-brick building, fitting for its interior, where chandeliers
and velvet couches adorn the room,
and diners can elect to sit in an old
street car or in “regular” tables, which
are made from antique bed frames. While
seemingly an upper-class restaurant, the
Old Spaghetti Factory is an inexpensive
meal serving soup or salad, an entrée, and
dessert (ice cream) all generally for generally under $14. This would be a fantastic
addition to any trip.
With so many things to explore
here, there is no way to limit
them to just the city of Denver.
The whole state is a pleasure
for the eyes as well as the soul.
Refresh your spirit by taking in a part of
the country that is still natural. Enjoy!

Before seeing “The Brave One,” staring Jodie Foster and Terrence Howard, I
had heard all kinds of rumors about the
movie. One version was that she flips out
after her dog is killed and goes on a crusade of sorts to protect the innocent.
Actually, it’s more along the lines of “her
fiancé and she are walking their dog and get

attacked by several Hispanic thugs.”
Foster is Erica Bain, a lifetime New York
City resident who records the sounds of the
streets and comments poetically in a husky
voice over the radio. Her fiancé, Naveen
Andrews, is a doctor, of all things, and they
have the perfect life together that makes
everyone around them nauseous. She was
independent, unafraid, and happy – that is,
until she was beaten within an inch of her life
and lost her two most precious commodities:
her future and her security.
After awakening from a coma to find her
future husband dead and already buried, she
is practically paralyzed with fear. Seeking
help from NY’s finest, she grows weary of
unreturned phone calls, long hours in the
waiting room, and of just being scared of her
own shadow. Out of sheer desperation she
buys a gun without a license and finds that
she needs it sooner than she thinks. While she
didn’t always put herself in the best situations,
you’re always rooting for her.
Detective Mercer (Howard) is on
the case and using all his wits to find
the “Vigilante Killer” that the media has
glorified while shaming the police.
While he sees the bigger picture, he is a man
of good ethics and would like to see justice
done properly.
Cinematically, the movie is stunning. Wellshot and well timed, I felt the film had an artistic quality that captivated the audience. I would
categorize this movie as an intensely real suspenseful drama that was stretched at times, but
then again, it’s the movies.

MTV captivates award crowd with music
MTV 2007 VMAs

tables that celebrities sat.
With no real host set besides the computer animated voice the spectacular night
began and seemed like a bull in a china
shop, unstoppable. Britney Spears decided

John W. Smith III

Entertainment Editor
Drinking, VIP parties, and celebrity
brawls; no, I am not referring to summer
tabloid covers, I am talking about the 2007
MTV Video Music Awards held Sept 9, 2007
at the fabulous Palms Casino and Resort in
Sin City. The guest list was to die for and
the performance list was like a Florida
mid-summer day, hot. Making appearances at the Palms included: “Superbad”
cops Seth Rogen and Bill Hader, Ashanti,
Kid Rock, “The Hills” girls, Chris Brown,
Rihanna, Megan Fox, Gym Class Heroes,
Foo Fighters, Lil’ Wayne, Linkin Park,
Akon, and Kanye. Apart from performances,
awards, and appearances the 2007 VMAs
put a twist like none other on a awards
show.
MTV finally realized the first acronym in
their name and incorporated as much music
as possible into this year’s VMAs. Among
the two-hour fiasco, which included Pam
Anderson yelling at Tommy Lee, there were
a mere eight awards given out. Filling up
the rest of the airtime were performances
not only on stage but also in random rooms
throughout the resort that were labeled VIP
parties. Also included on air were the ridiculous amount of Taco Bell, Pepsi, and
Rhapsody ads that sponsored the night’s
awards.
Laid out in the bottom of the resort was
the awards main stage, which was formed by
steps on both sides leading to the stage, and
extensions of the stage below in the shape of

PHOTO COURTESY MTV

to open up the night with karaoke to her
own new song “Gimme More.” Without
a python at this performance many critics
believed this to be another pathetic night

for MTV. Sarah Silverman soon crushed
that thought by lightening up the night with
jokes on Britney, Paris, and Fiddy. Among
the eight awards on the night, three of
them were first ever awards: the Monster
Single Award, given to Rihanna for her hit
“Umbrella;” the Quadruple Threat Award,
given to Justin Timberlake for his talents
in singing/dancing/action/clothing line; and
the Earth-Shattering Collaboration Award,
given to Beyonce` and Shakira for their song
“Beautiful Liar.”
Along with awards came the best part
of the night, the music and the presentation of the music. Among the on-stage
performances were Alicia Keys and Chris
Brown, which stole the cake for performance of the night. Included in Brown’s
performance was his songs “Wall to Wall”
and “Kiss Kiss.” Interrupting Brown’s performance was Rihanna with a small rendition of her “Umbrella” and Brown redoing Michael Jackson’s “Billy Jean.” Not
only was the choice of music excellent
but the quality of choreography and dance
presentation jaw-dropping. Accompanying
the on stage performances were
Kanye West’s Good Life Party, Fall Out
Boy’s Friends or Enemies Party, the Foo
Fighter’s #3,562 party, Justin Timberlake’s
Southern Hospitality Party, and Linkin
Park’s performance in Club Rain. Filled
with not only music and celebrities all of
these parties were filled with friends and
fans that really set the party off.
The
night
was
earth-shattering to say the least, from Tommy Lee
and Kid Rock fighting over Pam or
DJ Mark Ronson collaborating with
Akon,
Adam
Levine,
and
DJ
Justice to create filler music in
between events, the award show was unlike
any other and will be hard to re-create or
duplicate in the future.
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SUDOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Relax, have a cup of joe
ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
26
27
30
33
35
37
42
43
44
45

Pig food
__ times (long ago)
Ali ___ and the Forty Thieves
Not there
Dominates
Birthstone October
Happily ___ After
Class or category of art, film, literature, music
Remove from office
Patient release
“The Real __”
Yang’s partner
Oolong
The __ (final word)
American Cancer Society (abbr.)
What a clock tells
Mr.’s wife
Sounds of disapproval
Coffee and steamed foamy milk
Very dry wine
Water closet
United ___ Emirates
Book endings

49
50
51
53
54
57
59
61
63
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Tiny insect
Peter ___
Song by the Village People
___ milk, instead of regular milk
Admiral (abbr.)
Papa (plr.)
Ship initials
Legumes
Reading illumination
European monetary unit
Stood (2 wds.)
Man who built the arc
Experts
Hanging knot hangman’s rope
Writer Bombeck
Net fabric
Not a downer
“Wild, Wild ___”

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Tools are in the ___
Big name in jeans
Danish coins
Percival nickname

5 Natural
6 Evil eye
7 Doorbell sound
8 White heron
9 Opposite of SSW
10 Greenish-yellow pear
11 Quickly
12 Thin slices of pork
13 Synthetic resin
21 Blockbuster
22 Cleopatra’s wooer
25 Ostrich cousin
27 Dancing Queen artist
28 Corporation (abbr.)
29 Liquid food
31 Bamako is its capital
32 Type of glue
34 Con game
36 ___ on it! (hurry)
38 Rhyming verse
39 Colored part of eye
40 North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (abbr.)
41 Do what you’re told
46 Catches forty winks

47 Deoxyribonucleic acid (abbr.)
48 An opening in the side of a ship at deck level
to allow water to run off
52 Silent communication (abbr.)
54 Right angle to a ships length
55 Devil’s name
56 Female horses
58 Boat with one mast
60 Tendon
62 Eat lightly
64 A spinning toy (2 wds.)
65 Entertain an idea
66 Clinton’s Vice President
67 Christmas meats
68 Not this
70 African antelope

Submit your completed crossword to our
office in SC 110. Open to students only!! All
correct entries will be entered to win a $10
Barnes & Noble gift card. Entries are due
Friday by 5 p.m. Winner will be announced in
first Fall issue. Good luck!

Last Issue

Take a picture, it lasts longer
WINNER: Jade Rivera
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Riverfront Condo Beachside
Fish every day outside this 2 bedroom, 2 bath fully furnished including kitchen. New carpet,
tiled living areas. Walk to beach.
Near Main St. Bridge. Short/longterm lease available. $990/month.
$500/security. Includes water and
pest service. Call 386-852-3712.

Share nice home in quiet
neighborhood
ER Student to share nice home in
nearby neighborhood. Furnished
bedroom and full bath. House
priviledges. W/D.
$450.00/MO.
Utilities included. Deposit required.
Call 386-383-8621 for details
and appointments. Female preferred.
Non-smoker
only!

Pelican Bay Townhouse
Roommate Needed M or F Pelican Bay Townhouse. Private bedroom. Shared bath with one other
roommate. Large living spaces.
Kitchen, living room, dining room.
Off street parking. Gated community approx. 2 miles from campus.
Cable TV included, $500/mo plus
1/3 utilities. Immediate availability.
Contact Mike at 302-478-1995

Daytona Beach house for rent
Daytona house 2BDR/1BATH
fully furnished all utilities includ
ed(water,electric,phone(with long
distance),cable & wireless internet).
Large front and rear yard to included
fencing.Willing to rent house as a
whole for $1800 monthly or two pre
approved students $900 per.First &
security. Pets welcomed. Located 4
miles form campus. We are looking for
a fun, honest & clean person. Please
call 386-257-9900 for more details.

Female, nonsmoker
to share beachside home in daytona
beach. Close to campus, walking distance to beach. Completely furnished.
$450.00/month plus utilities. If interested, call Sheryl 407-399-5607.

95 Mitsubishi Diamanti Ls
V6,
Automatic,
ABS,
Alloys,
All
Records,
182K,Maintained well.Need to sell
bought another car.Price $2200.00
Phone:(386) 615-7676

01 Suzuki Intuder
805cc, 3600 miles, immaculate condition. $3950 OBO, call 386 334 2229

Student Roommate Wannted
New House to share with 2 students. 2400 sq ft, 2 furnished bedrooms to share bath. 550/month
each room includes all. Off street
parking, cable, utilities, internet access, washer, dryer use of furnished
commmon areas, patio, and yard.
Serious students and non smokers only.
Sandra 386-453-8500

Beachside remodelled apt.
Completely renovated 1 bedroom
apartment with large walk in closets, tiled floors, new kitchen, outside porch patio, small fenced in
private yard, private parking. Great
location, just 5 minutes from Embry Riddle. Call (386) 405-2540.

Home on the river
Large beachside home on the Halifax River. Wireless internet, pool,
fully furnished, full priviledges,
one price pays all, close to ERAU.
Call 386-252-6662

Rent
Looking to rent a spacious 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath townhouse… Located in a quiet friendly neighborhood only minutes from ERAU.
Occupants enjoy full house privileges, which include private room
and bath. You will also be able to
use the community pool and running
track. Only $850.00 monthly (negotiable), plus security. Utilities are
the responsibility of renter(s). Move
in special first month ½ rent off!!!!!

2 rooms avail, $550 / month
Two rooms available for rent in
brand new Port Orange Townhome
off Williamson (15 mins from
ERAU). $550/month ALL INCLUDED. Cable, Internet, Washer, Dryer.
Call
Barbara/Uyi:
386.383.6306/386.235.3524,
i d a h o s a u @ e r a u . e d u
Rooms available in August.

One bedroom house
Remodeled one bedroom, one
bath house on quiet street. Central heat/air, new kitchen cabinets,
appliances. 2 blocks from beach,
15 minutes to campus!
$595/
mo includes water & pest. References, deposit $500. 386/212-1578

2/1 house for rent
Cute Beachside cottage on quiet street
in Daytona. Washer/dryer, patio, carport, florida room. $900/mo. plus util.
331 Flushing Ave. 386-689-4267

Studio Apartment for Rent
Quiet studio in Daytona with serene river view. Pool, fitness center; security gate. Preserves at
Rivers Edge. Washer/dryer in
unit;
microwave,
dishwasher.
$650 plus util. 386-689-4267

1/1 house 2 blocks from beach
Remodeled one Bedroom, one Bath
house just 2 blocks from beach and
15 minutes to campus. Central
heat/air, cute kitchen w/ bar. Quiet
neighborhood. $575/mo includes
water/trash/pest. Security, deposit,
small pets considered. 386/212-1578

2 bed condo for rent/sale
Remodelled
beachside
Condo
on river in Daytona. 2 bed/1 ba.
Near Halifax/ISB. Laundry facility, covered parking. Great storage! $800 plus util. 386-689-4267

Countryside Sub div
916 Countryside West Blvd
Concrete/masonry,
3Bed/2Ba.,
1,757sqft. All tile flooring, major appliances and hurricane
shutters included. Near ERAU,
hospitals and beach. Shown by appointment, call (386) 690-6361.

Looking for new roommate
i have a cool house in daytona 2 br 1
bath ,hot tub, w/d ,room is furnished
cable and net in cluded ,very clean
and privite ,475.00 per month for everything ,very secure parkin for bikes
aswell as cars ,10 mins to riddle ,let
me know thanks Dan 386-316-6155

South Daytona Beach Riverfront
1 BR/BA, New washer/dryer,
carpet, paint, tile, black appliances, maple cabinets.
Fitness
center,Pool,gated, 24 hour security,
Immaculate
condition
$750.
John
407-761-0109

It’s not too late
I’m still looking for that right female student looking to share beachside home; close to campus and
most other amenties. Completely
furnished. Nonsmoker, no pets.
$450.00/month plus utilities. If interested, call Sheryl 407-399-5607.

Roommate needed in Ormond
Looking for a quiet professional to share beautiful 3300 sq. ft.
home in Ormond Beach. Serious inquiries only. Please contact Deanna at 386-299-7535.

Townhouse for Rent
Port Orange-2BR,1 1/2 bath end unit
2
story,new
wash/dryer,new
refrig.,pool. $750 per month with
year lease. Utilities not included.
First,last
month
and
security.Call for information (386)
212-7282 or (386) 212-5406

Barrington Apts ~ $335 month
Room for rent. After electricity and
internet, the rent is usually around
$330 a month. Great roommates,
great apartment. Excellent for students looking for a quiet atmosphere. 5 - 10 minutes from ERAU.
Contact me at: thompe28@erau.edu
or
(401)
617
1074

Advertisement

Room Available
Room available for a 2 bedroom
apartment at end of September. Rent
is $300 per month plus split electricity and internet. Located at Hidden
Oaks apartments in South Daytona.
Only 15 minutes away from campus. Call Ryan at (828) 380-0949.

Roommate needed ASAP
Roomate needed ASAP, 5-7 minutes
away from campus, prviate room and
bathroom, big kitchen, washer and
dryer in apartment, $425 plus half
of electric, cable and water included. NO DEPOSIT AND NO RENT
FOR SEPTEMBER! Please call Jolly Kapoor at 386-341-9149 ASAP
employment
Part time Youth Minister
First Baptist Church of South Daytona is receiving resumes for a
Part-time Minister of Youth. (Average church attendance is 225)
Please
send
resume
to:
First Baptist Church South Daytona
Attn:
Youth
Minister
Search
Committee
2197
Kenilworth
Avenue
South
Daytona,
FL
32119
OR e-mail to : fbcsdpastor@cfl.rr.com

2004 Kia Amonte
For Sale 2004 Kia Amanti fully loaded with only 23,500
miles and 60,000 mile warranty.
Color gold with black leather and
wood grain interior, sunroof/moonroof, fully loaded, 4” monitor trip
monitor, both front seats powered with
2 position memory, stereo cassette
radio, 6 CD changer, custom tinted
glass, one driver always garaged, all
required services performed by dealer, Price $13,290, call 386-341-3663
Miscellaneous

Queen Size Mattress Set
Mattress & Box Spring, Brand
new, Brand Name, close-out of last
years model. Retails $499; sell
$145. Full size also available $135.
Call 386-334-7310

Looking for child care?
ERAU student and Mother of two
boys available for in-home daycare in Port Orange beginning
September 3rd. I am reliable and
trustworthy. I do not smoke or
have pets. If you would like to
speak with me you can call 386341-9000 (ask for Kim) or e-mail
me @ Kimbayliss@hotmail.com

